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Abstract 

An Efficient Simplex-Based Method for Solving 
Large Linear Programs 

by Shireen Sara Dadmehr 

A simplex-based method of solving specific classes of large-scale linear programs 

is presented. The structure of both staircase and block-angular linear programs is 

exploited to construct an advanced or "crash" basis to be used with a simplex-based 

linear program solver. 

First, the constraint matrix is decomposed into blocks. In contrast to many other 

systems that require additional information about the form of the linear program, 

the method described here determines this decomposition without prior knowledge of 

the matrix structure. As the problem of automatically finding such a decomposition 

is NP-complete, a heuristic is used to discover blocks within the constraint matrix. 

After a decomposition of the constraint matrix is determined, smaller linear pro

grams called subproblems are formed. These subproblems are solved using a simplex

based solver, and the solution information is used to construct an advanced or "crash" 

basis for the original linear program. In contrast to decomposition methods that iter

atively solve subproblems to obtain a solution to the original problem, this approach 

requires solving each subproblem at most twice. 

Finally, the original linear program is solved by providing the advanced basis to 

a simplex-based solver. 

Results indicate that this method solves some large linear programs much faster 

than state-of-the-art simplex-based solvers do. For example, for a set of linear pro

grams that range in size from 5, 000 x 9,000 to 30, 000 x 50, 000 constraints and 

variables, the presented method solves each linear program in about a tenth the num

ber of simplex iterations. This reduces the total time required to solve each linear 

program by a factor of from two to five. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Staircase and block-angular problems are important classes of linear programming 

problems (LPs). Staircase linear programs arise in all time-phased or dynamic linear 

programming models in system control and optimization. Real-world problems may 

be found in a wide range of disciplines, including economic development, agricul

tural planning, production scheduling, and dynamic traffic assignment, [12]. Another 

important class of linear programming problems, the block-angular problems, arise 

from the optimization of systems consisting of coupled subsystems. Such linear pro

gramming problems are found in the areas of production scheduling, global economic 

planning, and forest management, [13]. 

There are also many real-world problems that are not quite staircase or block

angular, but are close to these forms. That is, by deleting a small number of rows 

and columns from the constraint matrix of such a problem, a staircase or block

angular problem may be obtained. We heuristically determine the actual number of 

rows or columns to delete and decide which rows or columns to delete. We call these 

LPs near-staircase and near-block-angular. The class of near-staircase LPs contains 

the class of staircase problems, and the class of near-block-angular LPs contains the 

class of block-angular problems. 

We have devised a method of obtaining a "crash" basis for such problems. This 

basis exploits the structure and sparsity of near-staircase and near-block-angular LPs 

to solve such problems quickly. Pure staircase and block-angular problems have been 

studied in the past [11, 16]; however, no special-purpose, simplex-based methods have 

been developed that compete with state-of-the-art, general-purpose simplex codes. 

Our method can employ any simplex code to solve both near-staircase and near

block-angular LPs efficiently. 

Our method proceeds by constructing a crash basis for the original problem. A 
simplex algorithm operates by iteratively refining a basis until a solution is found. The 

choice of the initial basis can greatly affect the number of iterations needed to obtain 

an optimal solution [2]. Our method takes advantage of the structure apparent in 
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near-staircase and near-block-angular LPs to build a good initial basis. The method 

involves decomposing the linear program into a set of smaller subproblems, solving 

these problems, and using the information to construct a crash basis for the original 

problem to supply to a simplex-based LP solver. By constructing the initial basis 

in this manner, our method greatly reduces the number of iterations and the time 

needed to solve problems of appropriate shape. 

We describe the LPs we are interested in solving and the general method of solution 

and motivation in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3 we prove that the decomposition we strive 

for is difficult to obtain, and so we describe three heuristics we use to decompose the 

linear program. We discuss various algorithmic details in Chapter 4, present our 

computational results in Chapter 5, and set forth our conclusions and possible future 

work in Chapter 6. The Appendices contain problem statistics and pictures of the 

constraint matrices for all problems tested. 
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Chapter 2 

Constructing a Crash Basis 

In this chapter we briefly review the simplex method, describe the types of problems 

in which we are interested, and outline our method of solution. We then present a 

motivation for trying to improve upon the simplex method for solving these problems. 

We conclude the chapter with a discussion of related work. 

2.1 The Simplex Method 

A linear programming problem (LP) is an optimization problem that can be written 

as 

mm1m1ze cTx 

subject to Ax= b 

l:Sx:Su 

where x E ~n is a vector of variables, c E ~n is a vector of coefficients, cT x is the 

objective function, A E ~mxn is the constraint matrix, b E ~mis a vector of constants 

collectively called the right-hand side, and I, u E ~n are vectors of lower and upper 

bounds. The LP is feasible if there exists some vector x* that satisfies the bounds and 

satisfies Ax* = b. The LP is unbounded if for any feasible x*, there exists another 

feasible x such that cT x* > cT:x:. An optimal solution of the LP is any feasible x* 

such that cT x* :S cT x for all other feasible vectors x. 
Assume n 2'.: m. We can partition A into [An AN] where An E ~mxm contains 

m columns of A, and AN E ~mx(n-m) contains the remaining (n - m) columns of A. 

The column indices of A are drawn from the set {1,2, ... ,n}. The column indices 

of AB are drawn from a subset of size m of the set { 1, 2, ... , n}. Each column index 

j of A is associated with the variable x;. We assume that the rank of A is m, with 

m :S n, and that An is nonsingular. We call An a basis matrix and the column 
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indices of AB a basis.1 As these column indices identify a subset XB of the variables 

x, we equivalently refer to XB as a basis, and use XB to denote the basic variables. 

The revised primal simplex and revised dual simplex algorithms that are used to 

solve LPs are described in Chvatal, [3]. Here we briefly review the algorithms. We 

assume that we are given an initial feasible basis. Both algorithms iteratively refine 

[AB AN] as follows. At each iteration some column exit of AB is swapped with a 

column enter of AN. We say that "xenter enters the basis", and "xexit leaves the 

basis". Eventually we either decide that the LP does not have any optimal solution, 

or we obtain an optimal solution. An iteration of the revised primal simplex method 

proceeds as follows: 

Input: A partitioning A= [AB AN]
Step 1. Solve the system yT AB = cl. 
Step 2. Based on the results of step 1, choose a variable Xenter to enter 

the basis. If no acceptable variable can be found, stop as the current 
solution is optimal. 

Step 3. Solve the linear system ABd = a where a is the column of AN 
that corresponds to Xenter. 

Step 4. Determine a variable Xexit to leave the current basis. If no accept
able variable exists, stop as the problem is unbounded. 

Step 5. Update A = [AB AN] by exchanging the columns associated with 
Xexit and Xenter · 

Both the primal and dual algorithms proceed by adjusting the basis one column at 

a time at each iteration. If the LP has an optimal solution, and if we have a method 

of handling cycling, then at some point we obtain a basis that corresponds to this 

solution. That is, there exists some set of m columns of A that define an optimal 

basis. If we could somehow choose the right m columns of A from the outset, then we 

would require no simplex iterations to obtain an optimal solution. The fundamental 

premise underlying our approach is that if we can choose a basis that has enough 

elements in common with an optimal basis, then a simplex solver will require fewer 

iterations and less time to obtain an optimal solution. 

1 We are using an oversimplified definition of basis here. A proper definition further partitions AN 
into AL and Au such that ALU Au= {i </. Ae : I,::/ u,}, I, is finite for i EAL, u, is finite for 
i E Au. We omit this detail as it is not crucial to our presentation. 
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2.2 Two Classes of Structured LP Problems 

Certain linear programs have constraint matrices with a distinctive structure. We 

have developed a technique of exploiting the structure of near-staircase and near

block-angular problems to construct a crash basis. From this point forward, we will 

be concentrating on staircase and block-angular LPs, but we test our algorithm and 

present results in Chapter 5 for a variety of different types of LPs. 

A staircase linear program with P periods can be written in the form 

mm1m1ze 

subject to 

"'P c·Tx, L..,i=l I I 

A1x1 = d1 

Bi-lXi-1 + Ai Xi= di i = 2, ... , P, 

Xi ~ 0 i = 1, ... , P, 

where Xi E ~n;, Ai E ~m; xn;, for i = 1, ... , P, and all other vectors and matrices are 

of suitable dimensions. The constraint matrix has the form displayed in Figure 2.1. 

Figure 2.1 A staircase matrix structure 

A block-angular linear program with P blocks can be written as 

mm1m1ze "'P c· T x· L..,i=l I I 

subject to Ef:1 AiXi = do 

BiXi = di i = l, ... ,P, 

x· > 0 1- i = 1, ... ,P, 
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where do E ~mo, Ci E ~n;, di E ~m;, for i = 1, ... , P, and all other vectors and 

matrices are of suitable dimensions. The constraint matrix of a block-angular problem 

has the form shown in Figure 2.2. 

Figure 2.2 A block-angular matrix structure 

2.3 General Method 

Our method solves large, structured LPs by providing an advanced basis to a simplex

based method. To obtain the advanced basis, we first decompose the linear program 

into subproblems. We solve the subproblems via a simplex algorithm, and use the 

solution information to get an initial basis for the original problem. The idea is that a 

sufficient number of elements in the starting basis will be in the optimal basis. Thus, 

fewer iterations and less time will be needed to solve the original LP. 

We describe our decomposition procedures in the next chapter. We have tested 

three processes, one that is suited for LPs with constraint matrices of near-staircase 

structure, one that is suited for LPs with a near-block-angular structure, and one 

that can be used for large-scale LPs from any class. 

After we have decomposed the LP, we create a sequence of subproblems, LPjub, 
for i = 1, ... , P. To get our advanced basis, BASIS, we solve this sequence of sub

problems in the following manner: 

Step 1. Initialize BASIS={}. 
Step 2. For i = P, ... , 1 do 

Step 2a. Solve an LP associated with subproblem LP;ub· 

Step 2b. If possible, add elements to BASIS. 
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Step 3. If necessary, add elements chosen from an appropriate set to BASIS. 
At the end of this process, we have an advanced basis for the original problem. We 

have omitted many details at this point. We discuss pertinent issues in Chapter 4. 

Let us conclude with two reasons this method of solution has merit. First, we use 

information that is evident in the problem structure to obtain the advanced basis. 

This technique should lead to a high percentage of the advanced basis elements being 

in an optimal basis. Second, this algorithm should be efficient in terms of total 

execution time. Though we solve several subproblems and also the original LP, the 

subproblems are smaller than the original problem and are sparse and thus take less 

time to solve than the entire problem. We present results in Chapter 5 that verify 

these two points. 

2.4 Motivation 

Staircase linear programs arise frequently and naturally in practice. The staircase 

model is useful for describing problems in such disciplines as economic development, 

agricultural planning, production scheduling, and dynamic traffic assignment [12]. 

Specialized algorithms for this class of problems have not proven to be as effective on 

its structure as an efficient implementation of the general simplex method [1, 7, 10, 13]. 

Block-angular linear programs model problems arising from the optimization of 

systems consisting of coupled subsystems, and thus arise quite commonly in prac

tice. Such linear programming problems can be formulated in the areas of produc

tion scheduling, multicommodity network flow, global economic planning, and forest 

management [13, 17]. Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition is a method designed for solving 
block-angular linear programs, but computational experience with this method has 

been disappointing [4]. In particular, Ho and Loute [11, 13] studied the computa

tional performance of Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition on block-angular problems and 

found that in general it does not compete with the simplex method. 

Now we illustrate that for staircase linear programs while the simplex method 

might outperform any existing specialized simplex-based algorithm, its behavior on 

such problems is not ideal. 

Staircase linear programs became of interest forty years ago because of the pos

sibility that much faster versions of the simplex method could be devised to solve 

them [7]. So far this goal has not been realized [1]. Though an efficient implementa

tion of the general simplex method outperforms all specialized algorithms on staircase 
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LPs, we show via some netlib examples that an efficient implementation of the barrier 

method displays better behavior than the simplex method. We demonstrate empiri

cally on two models that the simplex method solution time is quadratic in the number 

of constraints ( m) of the LPs. We also demonstrate with the models that the bar

rier method solution time can exhibit 0( m log m) behavior in the number of problem 

constraints. Before we show computational results, we discuss this behavior of the 

two methods. 

As the dimensions of staircase linear programming problems increase, the time to 

solve them using a simplex method can be expected to grow roughly quadratically. 

For most linear programming problems, the number of iterations the simplex method 

requires to obtain a solution is approximately linear in m, the number of rows of the 

constraint matrix A. The amount of work done per iteration is approximately linear 

in m. These two facts imply that the total work the simplex method performs is 

quadratic in m [3]. 

As the problem dimensions increase, the solution time for staircase problems ex

hibits 0( m log m) behavior using a barrier method. It has been empirically observed 

that in general the best barrier methods solve linear programs in 0(log m) iterations, 

where the constraint matrix A has m rows [18, 19]. With these methods, the Cholesky 

factorization of AAT requires a major portion of the work per iteration. If the con

straint matrix A is in staircase form, then AAT is also in staircase form, and the 

number of nonzeros per column is also basically constant. 

To see this, suppose A has p blocks each of which has mi number of rows for 

i = 1, ... ,P, and the sum of all the mi's equals m, the number of rows of A. Each 

block of A will only have overlap columns with the block above and the one below 

it. This means that when performing the multiplication AAT the rows that result 

from multiplying the set of rows of some block i with all of AT will have zeros in the 

first m1 + m2 + ... + mi-2 columns, potential nonzeros in the next mi-t + mi + mi+t 

columns, and zeros in the remaining columns, for 2 ~ i ~ p - 1. This process results 

in a staircase structure for AAT. We can make a similar argument for the number of 

nonzeros in columns defined by each block. 

As the dimensions of a staircase-structured A increase, the amount of work done 

per iteration increases linearly with respect to m. To see this, suppose that in a 

symmetric, positive-definite matrix A E ~mxm, at most nz - 1 number of nonzero 

elements exist in each column below the main diagonal. Then in constructing the 

Cholesky factorization, we must do at most 2nz2 - nz operations per column as we 
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only have to be concerned with adjusting the current column values based on the 

previous nz columns. Thus, we simply perform O((2nz2 - nz)m) amount of work for 

the whole matrix. This translates into a linear amount (with respect tom) of work 

done in calculating the factorization per iteration of a barrier method. 

These facts imply the total amount of work done using a barrier method is 

O(mlog m). 

Table 2.1 contains information about six netlib problems. Three of the problems 

are derived from the grow model, and each have different constraint matrix dimen

sions. Similarly, three of the problems are derived from the scfxm model, and each 

have different constraint matrix dimensions. We use the software package CPLEX 3.0 

[6] to solve the six problems listed. The times listed for each problem are an average 

of three runs on a Sparcstation 10 Model 41 with 128 MBytes of memory running 

SunOS 4.1.3. What is important to note is not necessarily the times shown to solve 

each problem, but the behavior of the solution times as each model's dimensions in

crease. For example, as the dimensions of the grow model approximately double from 

grow7 to grow15, the solution time using the simplex method increases by about 5.03, 

and the time to solve the model using the barrier method increases by roughly 2.5. 

As the dimensions of the grow model approximately triple from grow7 to grow22, the 

solution time using the simplex method increases by about a factor of 13.59, while 

the solution time using the barrier method increased by approximately 3.77. Similar 

behavior can be seen with the scfxm models. 

Table 2.1 Primal Simplex vs. Barrier on Two Staircase Models 

Problem constraints variables nonzeros CPLEX CPLEX 
primal barrier 

time (sec) time (sec) 

grow7 140 301 2612 0.79 0.53 
growl5 300 645 5620 3.97 1.33 
grow22 440 946 8252 10.74 2.00 
scfxml 330 457 2589 0.57 1.21 
scfxm2 660 914 5183 1.71 2.03 
scfxm3 990 1371 7777 3.64 3.18 
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2.5 Related Work 

2.5.1 Staircase Problems 

Many researchers have attempted to solve staircase linear programs more efficiently; 

see Aronson [1] and Fourer [7] for an extensive list. Fourer [7] categorizes these 

attempts into four areas: 

• Compact basis methods take advantage of the matrix structure to employ a 

special representation of the basis in combination with a simplex method. 

• Continuous methods deal with a multiperiod linear program in continuous 

rather that discrete time. 

• Nested decomposition methods use the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition to create 

a series of subproblems at each period. 

• Transformation methods solve the staircase problem by first solving a simpler 

linear program and working toward the solution of the original linear program. 

To date, no one has demonstrated that any of the above methods are more practi

cal than the general simplex method in solving a wide variety of large staircase linear 

programs [1, 7, 13]. 

OSL, IBM's optimization subroutine library [15], uses a somewhat similar method 

to the one we employ. The subroutine EKKLPDC takes advantage of the staircase 

structure of certain LPs by decomposing the constraint matrix into blocks and solving 

the subproblems to get an advanced basis for the original LP. The user can specify the 

maximum number of blocks or allow OSL to determine the number. Since heuristics 

are reportedly used, as in our case, the underlying structure may not be found. Three 

strategies exist for solving the subproblems: 

• Each subproblem is solved with the neighboring coupling columns free. 

• Each subproblem is solved with the columns coupling it to the previous sub

problem free, and the columns coupling it to the next subproblem fixed at lower 

bound. 

• The first subproblem consists of the first block. The constraint matrix for the 

kth subproblem consists of the first k blocks. The solution to the kth problem 

is used as an advanced start for the ( k + l )th problem. 

We present comparisons between our method and that of OSL in Chapter 5. 
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2.5.2 Block-angular Problems 

In 1960, Dantzig and Wolfe presented a decomposition principle for linear programs 

that can be applied to block-angular problems. Since then researchers have proposed 

many variations of the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition to solve block-angular linear pro

grams more efficiently than the simplex method [9, 11, 14]. This approach to solving 

block-angular linear programs seems to be the most common of the special-purpose 

approaches, yet no one has succeeded in producing a method that outperforms the 

simplex method. According to Ho [11]: 

"There is no general purpose, easily accessible, easy to use and compu
tationally robust implementation of decomposition compatible with state
of-the-art LP software." 

The major drawback of the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition method seems to be the 

slow convergence rate (4, 9]. 

The OSL subroutine EKKLPDC also takes advantage of the block-angular structure 

of certain LPs by decomposing the constraint matrix into its blocks and solving the 

subproblems to get an advanced basis for the original LP. Again, the user can specify 

the maximum number of blocks or allow OSL to determine the number. For block

angular LPs EKKLPDC performs one pass of the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition. Three 

strategies exist for solving the subproblems of the block-angular LPs, [15]: 

• The subproblems are solved giving a dual feasible solution to the problem. 

• The right-hand side of the coupling rows is partitioned, and blocks of the cou

pling constraints are added to the subproblems. 

• An approach similar to the previous one is taken, except that every second block 

is put together until no blocks remain to be added to the problem. 

We present comparisons between our method and that of OSL in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 3 

Matrix Decomposition 

In this chapter we describe the matrix decomposition we wish to obtain and prove that 

finding this decomposition is an NP-complete problem. We then proceed to describe 

the three decomposition heuristics we use. Chapter 4 contains a more thorough 

description of our algorithms. 

3.1 Decomposition Complexity 

Our first step is to find a minimal set of rows and columns whose removal leaves the 

constraint matrix in block-diagonal form. We first decompose the constraint matrix 

into two blocks, and then recursively decompose each block until we reach some 

stopping criteria. We show below that computing a good such decomposition is an 

NP-complete problem for an appropriate notion of good. 

Let us state in graph theoretical terms the problem of decomposing the con

straint matrix into two blocks. Our constraint matrix represents a bipartite graph 

G = {V, E}, where rows represent the nodes in a subset R ~ V, columns represent 

the nodes in a subset C ~ V, and RU C = V. A nonzero entry in position (i,j) 
indicates an edge between nodes i and j. To decompose the constraint matrix, we 

must delete a small subset of nodes Wn ~ Rand a small subset of nodes We ~ C 

such that G is disconnected into Ga and Gb. Each of Ga and Gb represents a block. 

By deleting appropriate rows and columns, we obtain the submatrices that represent 

Ga and Gb. A formal statement of our decomposition problem follows. 

Definition. An instance of the constraint matrix decomposition problem is: Let 

c > 0 be a given constant, and let G = {V, E} be a connected bipartite graph with 

R, C a partition of V such that every edge in E is incident to one node each of R 

and C. Find Wn ~ R, We~ C such that 

1. deleting Wn U We disconnects G into Ga = {Va, Ea} and Gb = {¼, Eb}, each 

of which is not necessarily connected, 
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2. IWRI ~ c · min{IR n Val, IR n ¾I, IC n Val, IC n ¾I}, and 

3. IWcl ~ c · min{IR n Val, IR n ¾I, IC n Val, IC n ¾I}. 

We prove the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.1 The constraint matrix decomposition problem is NP-complete. 

Proof. Consider the following language 

BIP-SEP = { 
(G, k, l, c) : G = {V, E} is a connected bipartite graph; R, C is a partition of V such 

that every edge in Eis incident to a node in Rand a node in C, 0 ~ k ~ IRI, 0 ~ l ~ 

ICI; c E ~+, c -=/= 0, fixed. There exist nodes WR ~ R, We ~ C, IWRI ~ k, I Wei ~ l 
such that 

1. deleting WR U We disconnects G into Ga = {Ya, Ea} and Gb = {Vi,, Eb}, each 

of which is not necessarily connected, 

2. IWRI ~ c · min{IR n Val, IR n ¾I, IC n Val, IC n ¾I}, and 

3. IWel ~ c · min{IR n Val, IR n ¾I, IC n Val, IC n ¾I} . 

}. 

If the decision problem associated with BIP-SEP is shown to be NP-complete, 

then we have proven the theorem, as we would have to solve at most IRI · ICI instances 

of BIP-SEP to obtain a solution to the above-stated problem. To show that BIP-SEP 
is NP-complete, we must: 

1. show BIP-SEP E NP; 

2. select a known NP-complete language L; 

3. describe an algorithm that computes a function f mapping every instance of L 

to an instance of BIP-SEP; 

4. prove that f satisfies x E L if and only if f ( x) E BIP-SEP for all x; and 

5. prove that the algorithm computing f runs in polynomial time. 

We proceed with this task. 
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1. We must produce a two-argument algorithm A where one argument is (G, k, l, c) 

and the other is a certificate. In polynomial time we must decide whether or not 

(G, k, l, c) is in BIP-SEP. Let the certificate be Ga and Gb as described above. 

It can be checked in polynomial time whether or not 

• IRI IVa U ¾I < k, 

• ICI IVa U ¾I < l, 

• Ga is disjoint from Gb, 

• IRI - IYa u ¾I < c · min{IR n Val, IR n ¾I, IC n Val, IC n ¾I}, 
and 

• ICI - IVa u ¾I $ C • min{IR n Val, IR n ¾I, IC n Val, IC n ¾I}-

It can also be checked in polynomial time whether G is a connected bipartite 

graph. Therefore, if (G, k, l, c) E BIP-SEP, there is a certificate to prove this 

fact, and if not, then no such certificate can be produced. Thus, BIP-SEP 

ENP. 

2. Consider the NP-complete problem entitled "Balanced Complete Bipartite 

Subgraph", see Garey and Johnson [8]. As a language it is 

BCBS = { (G, m) : G = {V, E} is a bipartite graph, 
o < m $ 1v1. c contains 2 disjoint½., V2, 3 ½., ½ ~ v, 
l½l=l½l=m, and uE½, vE½, =* (u,v)EE } . 

3. Let (G, m) be an instance of BCBS with G = (V, E). We map G into an 

instance of BIP-SEP by the following 2-step procedure. 

c: G = (V,E): 

VRED, VBLACK is a partition 
of V 3 every edge in E is incident 
to exactly one node of each. 

CD 

For nodes u E VRED, v E VBLACK, 

(u,v) EE=* (u,v) (/. E 
( u, V) (/. E =* ( u, V) E E 



G = (V,E): 

® 

Let the edges between sets °VRED 
and VBLACK be as in G. IAI = 
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IBI = IDI = IFI = max{ r!VREDU~BLACKl7, 

IVREDI, IVBLACKI + 1 }. 
The edges in G are as follows: 

u ED and v EB U VBLACK => (u,v) EE. 

u E F and v EAU VRED => (u,v) EE. 
Also, there exists an edge between exactly 
one node, a, in A and one node, b, in B. 

We claim that the algorithm maps (G, m) into (G, IVREDI - m, IVBLAcKI- m + 
1, c) for any fixed c E ~+, c =/:- 0. Note that G is a connected bipartite graph. 

4. Assume (G, m) E BCBS. We need to show that 

(G, IVREDI - m, IVBLAcKI - m + 1, c) E BIP-SEP. 

(G, m) E BCBS => 3 ½, ½, 3 ½,½disjoint,½,½ ~ V, l½I = l½I = m and 

u E ½,v E ½ => (u,v) EE. Thus, by construction in G, (u,v) (/ E. Without 

loss of generality, assume ½ ~ VRED, V2 ~ VBLACK· Thus, if we remove the 

nodes of VRED \ ½ and VBLACK \ ½ and the special node bin B that has an 

edge connecting it to a node in A, then we disconnect G into two disjoint graphs 

Ga= (Va, Ea) and Gb = (Vi,, Eb) where A, F, ½ ~ Va, and B - {b}, D, ½ ~ Vi,,. 

Clearly, 0 ::; IVREv-½ I ::; IA U DU VREDI and O ::; I (VBLAcK-V2)U{b} I ::; IB 

U F U VBLAcKI· We have 

where: 
Ga consists of the node sets A, F, and ½ 
and the appropriate edges between them, 
Gb consists of the node sets F, B - { b}, and ½ 
and the appropriate edges between them, 

R =AUD U½,C =FU B-{b} U ½ 

½ and ½ correspond to the descriptions in BCBS, 
IAI, IDI, IFI as above. 

1B-{b}I = IAI -1, l½I = IV2I = m. 
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Ga and Gb are disjoint by construction and by the fact that for all nodes u E ½. 
and v E ½ f-l(u, v) E Eby choice of½_,½. Let WR = VRED \ ½. and We = 
(VBLACK \ ½) u b. 

lw I = IVi \ V, I < IVi I < cf lVBEDuVBLACKll R RED 1 _ RED _ c 

IWRI ~ C. min{IR n Val, IR n ¾I, IC n Val, IC n ¾I} 

- - - IV UV I !Wei = IVBLACK \ ½I ~ IVBLAcKI ~ cf REP /McK 1 => 
I Wei ~ C. min{IR n Val, IR n ¾I, IC n Val, IC n ¾I} 

Therefore, (G, IWRI, IWcl + 1, c) E BIP-SEP. 

Assume (G, m) (/. BCBS. We need to show that (G, IVREDI - m, IVBLAcKI -

m + 1, c) (/. BIP-SEP. This statement implies that in G, in the node subsets 

VRED and VBLACK there do not exist any U1 ~ VRED, U2 ~ VBLACK, IU1I = 
IU2I = m 3 Vu E U1,v E U2(u,v) ft E. This statement means that no matter 

which IVREDI - m or fewer nodes we delete from VRED and IVBLAcKI - m + 1 

or fewer nodes we delete from VB LACK, there will always remain at least one 

edge between the remaining nodes of VRED and VB LACK. This fact implies that 

G will remain connected if the nodes we delete come from VRED and VBLACK 

and any one node from B or F. Also, note that IVREDI - m < IAI, IDI, IBI, IFI 

and IVBLAcKI - m + 1 < IAI, 1D1, IBI, IFI since m > 0. Therefore, we cannot 

completely remove any of IAI, 1D1, IBI, IFI by just deleting IVREDl-m nodes from 

Rand/or IVBLAcKI - m + 1 nodes from C. Thus, there does not exist a way to 

disconnect Gas described. Therefore, (G, IVREDI - m, IVBLAcKI - m + l,c) ft 
BIP-SEP. 

5. Clearly, the algorithm described in 3 runs in polynomial time. D 

Therefore, BIP-SEP is .NP-complete, and we have shown that decomposing our 

constraint matrix in the manner described is an .NP-complete problem. For this rea

son we use heuristics to decompose our constraint matrix. One of the three heuristics 

used is based on matroid theory and is discussed in Section 3.2.2. The second is dis

cussed in Section 3.3.2 and is based on a paper describing how to transform a matrix 

into block-angular form [21]. The third is a column sorting algorithm and is discussed 

in Section 3.4. With all these heuristics our target structure for the constraint matrix 

is an upper block-triangular form. We then create the subproblems as described in 

Section 4.3. 
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3.2 Matroid-Based Decomposition 

Ideas found in matroid decomposition theory are the root of the first of our three 

decomposition algorithms. We first give a brief introduction of these ideas and next 

describe the decomposition algorithm we have derived from the theory. 

3.2.1 Matroid Theory 

Matroids were introduced in 1935 as a generalization of graphs and matrices [20]. A 

matroid Mon a groundset Eis defined as a pair (E,I), where I is a particular subset 

of the power set ( the set of all subsets) of E. All elements in I are called independent, 

and all subsets of E not in I are called dependent. I must satisfy: 

1. 0 EI; 

2. X E I, Y ~ X => Y E I; and 

3. for all F ~ E, the maximal subsets of F that are in I have the same cardinality. 

Binary Matroids: We describe the decomposition ideas to be used on binary ma

troids. We first need two definitions. The binary field GF{2) has two elements, 

denoted as 0 and 1. The addition rules are: 0 + 0 = 0, 0 + 1 = 1, and 1 + 1 = 0. The 

multiplication rules are: 0 · 0 = 0, 0 · 1 = 0, and 1 · 1 = 1. A binary matrix is a 0/1 

matrix over GF{2). 

We can now define binary matroids. Suppose P is a binary matrix with column 

index set E. Let I be the collection of subsets W ~ E such that the columns in W 
are GF(2)-independent. Note that 0 E I. Let M = (E,I) be the binary matroid 

determined by P. A base X of M is a maximum cardinality subset of I. A circuit 

C of M is a minimal subset of E not contained in any base of M. We say that 

Y = E - X is a cobase of M for some base X. A minimal subset of E that is not 

contained in any cobase of Mis a cocircuit C* of M. The rank of W ~ E, denoted by 

r(W), is the cardinality of a maximal independent subset of W. The rank function 

of Mis the function r{·). Let I* be the collection of all cobases Y of Mand all their 

subsets. The pair M* = (E,I*) is the dual matroid of M. It is easy to see that M* 

is a matroid. 

Representation Matrix: Let matrix A be derived from P by elementary row op

erations. Since GF(2)-independence of columns is not affected by such a change, we 
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may determine I from A instead of P. Consider the following special case. First, 

delete GF(2)-dependent rows from P to get P'. Second, perform binary row opera

tions to convert some base X of P' into an identity. With Y = E - X, we then have 

for some binary matrix B, 

X y 

A - x[EJ 
Figure 3.1 Matrix B for matroid M with base X 

The information contained in A is also contained in the submatrix B. Binary B 
is the representation matrix of M, or in other words, B represents Mover GF(2). 

The rank function, bases, and circuits of M can be determined from B as follows. 

Let X1 , X 2 be any partition of X, and Yi,½ be any partition of Y. We let B be 

partitioned as shown in Figure 3.2. 

B 

Figure 3.2 Partitioned version of B 

Base, Rank Function: A set W ~ E is a base of M if and only if X 2 = W n X 

and Yi = W n Y induce a partition in B, with B1 square and GF(2)-nonsingular. 
More generally, let W be any subset of E. Then B 1 defined by X 2 = W n X and 

Yi = W n Y has GF(2)-rank kif and only if W has rank r(W) = IX2I +kin M. 

Circuit, Loop: Let C ~ E, X 2 = CnX and Yi= CnY. Then C is a circuit of M 

if and only if in B of Figure 3.2 the number of ls in the rows of B1 
( D1

) is even( odd), 
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and for any C' C C, the corresponding ( B1 )' and ( D 1 )', defined by X~ = C' n X and 

Y/ = C' n Y, do not satisfy that condition. If !Cl = 1, say C = {y }, then y is a loop 

of M. Necessarily, Yi = {y}, and column y of B must be a zero vector. Conversely, 

any zero column vector of B corresponds to a loop. 

Cobase, Cocircuit, Coloop: Let W ~ E. As before, define X 2 = W n X, 

X 1 = X - X 2 , Yi = W n Y, and l'; = Y - Yi, By the earlier definition of base and 

cobase, Wis a base of Mand W* = E - W = X 1 U ½ is a cobase of M if and only 

if in the transpose of B, the submatrix (B1)t is square and GF(2)-nonsingular. 

Figure 3.3 Transpose of B above 

Let C* ~ E, X 1 = C n X, X 2 = X - X 1 , ½ = C n Y, and Yi= Y -1';. Then 

C* is a cocircuit of M if and only if the circuit condition described earlier holds for 

c· and Bt instead of C and B. Suppose 1c·1 = 1 with c· = {x}. Then Xis a coloop 

of M. Necessarily, X 1 = {x}, and row x of B must be a zero vector. Conversely, any 

zero row vector of B corresponds to a coloop. 

Deletion, Contraction, Minors: Let B be a matrix representing M as shown in 

Figure 3.4. A deletion of an element v E E from M gives matroid N represented as 

y 

x0 
Figure 3.4 Matrix B for matroid M with base X 

follows. If v is not a coloop of M, select any representation matrix B of M where 
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v E Y. Delete column v from B. The resulting BN represents N. If v is a coloop of 

M, declare the deletion to be a contraction. A contraction of an element u E E in M 

gives matroid N represented as follows. If u is not a loop of M, select a representation 

matrix B of M where u E X. Delete row u from B to obtain BN, which represents 

N. 

Let U and V be two disjoint subsets of E. Suppose we contract the elements of 

U and delete the elements of V. Denote the resulting unique matroid by M/U \ V. 
Uniqueness can be shown via induction on reversing the order of 2 successive reduction 

steps. Any such matroid is a minor of M. We allow U and V to be empty. 

Addition, Expansion: An addition, denoted by"+", corresponds to the adjoining 

of a column to a representation matrix B. An expansion, denoted by"&", corresponds 

to the adjoining of a row to B. Thus, addition and expansion are the inverse opera

tions of deletion and contraction. For example, a matrix for M &U + V is obtained 

from one for M by adding rows indexed by U and columns indexed by V. 

k-Separation and k-Connectivity: Once again, let B be partitioned as shown in 

Figure 3.5. 

B 

Figure 3.5 Partitioned version of B 

If for some k 2:: 1, 

IX1 U Yj_ I, IX2 U Y;I 2:: k 
GF(2)-rank D 1+ GF(2)-rank D2 :'.S k - 1 

then (X1 U Yi, X 2 UY;) is a Tutte k-separation, or k-separation for short, of B and 

M. It is an exact k-separation if the rank condition of the above equations holds with 

equality. B and M are (Tutte) k-separable if they have a k-separation. For k 2'.: 2, B 
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and M are (Tutte) k-connected if they have no /-separation for 1 ~ l < k. When M 

is 2-connected, we also say that M is connected. 

Truemper Separation Algorithm: We now have the tools to discuss Truemper's 

separation algorithm. For reasons to be discussed later, this algorithm cannot be used 

directly to decompose our constraint matrices, but from it we extract basic ideas to 

suit our purposes. The separation algorithm solves the following problem: 

Given a binary matroid M with minor N and an exact k-separation 
(F1, F2) for N and some k ~ l, decide whether or not M has a k-separation 
(E1, E2) where for i = 1, 2, Fi ~ Ei. 

In the affirmative case, we say that (F1 , F2) induces the k-separation (Ei, E2)-

Truemper's algorithm proceeds as follows. Let X 2 be a maximal independent 

subset of N contained in F2 • Select a subset X 1 from Fi so that X 1 U X 2 is a basis of 

N. For i = 1, 2, let }'i =Fi-Xi. The representation matrix BN of N corresponds to 

the base X1 U X 2 of N and is of the form shown in Figure 3.6 for some A1, A2, and 

D. 

Figure 3.6 Partitioned version of BN 

The zero submatrix indexed by X1 and Y; is present since X 2 is a maximal inde

pendent subset of F2 , and since Y2 = F2 - X 2. By assumption, (F1, F2) is an exact 

k-separation of N, so we must have 

IX1 U Yil, IX2 U Y2I ~ k 
GF(2)-rank D = k - 1. 

Through row and column manipulations of the representation matrix of M we 

make N visible via BN as follows. The set X1 U X2 is independent in M since it is 

so in N. Thus, it is possible to find X 3 ~ E - F so that X 1 U X 2 U X 3 is a base of 

M. We define l'; = (E - F) - X3 • The resulting representation matrix B of M is 
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depicted in Figure 3.7 with A1, A2 , D and the O submatrix of BN in the corners of 

B. The reasons will soon become clear. Our goal is to find a k-separation (E1 , E 2 ) of 

M where Fi ~ Ei, for i = 1, 2, or to prove that no such k-separation exists. In terms 

of Figure 3. 7, we want to partition X3 into X31, X32 , and Ya into ½ 1, ½ 2 to obtain 

the representation shown in Figure 3.8 with GF(2)-rank iJ $ k - 1, or to prove that 

such partitions of X3 and Ya do not exist. If an induced k-separation of M exists, 

then it must be an exact induced k-separation since GF(2)-rank D = k - 1. 

We use a recursive scheme to obtain an answer, with IX3 U½ I as the measure of the 

problem size for the recursion. M = N if IX3 U ½I= O, so that for i = 1, 2, Ei = Fi 
gives the desired induced k-separation of M. Suppose IX3 U ½I ~ 0. Redraw B of 

Figure 3. 7 to display an arbitrary row x E X3 and an arbitrary column y E Ya as 

shown in Figure 3.9. We analyze the three possible cases of B. 

In the first case, we suppose that for some row x E X3 , the subvector e is not 

spanned by the rows of D. Then clearly, in any induced k-separation, we must have 

x E X31 , or else GF(2)-rankD > GF(2)-rank D. We now examine the subvector f of 

row x. If f is nonzero, then an induced k-separation cannot exist, and we stop with 

that conclusion. Assume f of row x to be zero. Since we know x must be in X31 in 

any induced k-separation, suppose in B of Figure 3.9, we adjoin e to A1 and f to 

the explicitly shown O submatrix, getting a new A 1 and a new O submatrix. In other 

words, extend N by x to N &x and redefine N to be the extended matroid. Clearly, 

(X1 U {x} UYj_, X 2 U Y2 ) is a k-separation of the new N, and that k-separation induces 

one in M if and only if it is so for the k-separation (X1 U Yi, X2 UY;) of the original 

N. Therefore, because we have replaced the original problem by one involving the 

Yi 

B 0/1 

Figure 3. 7 Matrix B for M displaying partitioned BN 



B -

.--½------:-
Y,1 :v ·v :y.:2 

: .l 31 : .l 32: . . . 

f X3 A1 o 
X3 .... ,t-----+--------1 

! X3 iJ ,4.2 

Figure 3.8 Partition of B induced by that of BN 
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new N, by our measure of problem size, the new problem is smaller than the original, 

and we may apply recursion. 

In the second case, we suppose that for some column y E ½, the subvector g is 

nonzero. By a similar argument to the first case, we conclude that y must be in ½ 1 
in any induced k-separation. Now suppose that the column subvector h of column y 

is not spanned by the columns of D. By previous arguments again, we see that an 

induced k-separation cannot exist, and we stop with that conclusion. So suppose that 

the subvector his spanned by the columns of D. Then we adjoin g to A1, h to D, and 

correspondingly redefine N to be N +y. Then the k-separation (X1 UYi U{y }, X2UY2) 

of the new N induces a k-separation of M if and only if it is so for the k-separation 

(X1 U Yi, X2 U Y2) of the original N. Once again, replace the problem with the new N 

for a smaller problem and invoke recursion. 

In the third case suppose that neither of the above cases applies. In other words, 

for all x E X3 , the subvector e of row xis spanned by rows of D, and for ally E ½, the 

subvector g of column y is zero. Thus, we must have that (X1 UYi_,X2 UX3UY:z U½) 

is a k-separation of M induced by one of N, and we stop with that conclusion. 

3.2.2 Our Decomposition Technique for Staircase LPs 

Truemper [20] calls the above method the separation algorithm. It is used to find 

an induced k-separation in M when a minor N exists that has a k-separation. Now 

consider the constraint matrix of our LP. Assume, without loss of generality, the 

nonzero elements are ls, and suppose that the resulting matrix is B, the representation 

matrix for some matroid M. If we apply Truemper's separation algorithm to B, we 



X1 A1 g 0 

t ·····x·· e a f 
B - X3 

! ........ 
X2 D h 

Figure 3.9 Matrix B for M with partitioned 
BN,row x E X3 , and column y E ½ 
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do not achieve the desired result, which is to find a subset of rows and columns to 

delete to find a "minor" of M that has an exact I-separation. Note that an exact 

I-separation gives GF(2)-rank of D as zero, or in other words, we replace the D of 

Figure 3.6 with a O submatrix. On the other hand, we can use the ideas inherent in 

the separation algorithm to accomplish our desired decomposition. 

We are still considering our B. Suppose we have a minor N represented by BN 

that has an exact 1-separation. We use addition of columns and expansion of rows 

to enlarge N to a second minor .N that has an exact I-separation. This process 

indirectly gives us which rows to contract and columns to delete from M to obtain a 

decomposition, and leads to an algorithm that we can use for our purposes. Given a 

staircase-structured constraint matrix M, apply the following recursive algorithm. 

decomp_mat(M) 

Step 1. Find a 2 x 2 submatrix of M of the form N = ( ~ ~ ) . If not 

possible, return. 

Step 2. Determine which rows and columns of M can be appended to 
N maintaining an exact I-separation. This process identifies a set 
of rows and columns to delete from M. If the number of rows 
and the number of columns deleted exceed a certain size restric-



tion, return. Otherwise, we obtain M - ( :: 

M = ( ~ 1 
M~ ). 

Step 3. decomp....mat (Mi). 

Step 4. decomp....mat (M2). 
Step 5. Return. 

Yi 
XY 
Y; 
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X~ ), and 
M2 

This algorithm works well on matrices with a near-staircase structure. It is con

ceivable that some large LPs will not have this structure, but instead might have 

a block-angular form or a form that allows nonzero elements throughout the ma

trix. For such matrices we can use either the heuristic described in Section 3.3.2 or 

Section 3.4. 

3.3 Triangle Decomposition 

3.3.1 Block-Angular Decomposition Heuristic 

The decomposition method just described is intended for matrices with near-staircase 

structure. For matrices with other structures, we can use the decomposition method 

described in this section. The method is based on, but not identical to one presented 

in a paper by Weil and Kettler [21]. We first describe their algorithm and then present 

the decomposition method we employ. 

Weil and Kettler [21] present a method to permute the rows and columns of an 

arbitrary matrix to obtain a matrix with block-angular structure. The algorithm is 

separated into three steps. First we identify a maximum transversal of the matrix. 

A maximum transversal is defined as a set of nonzero matrix elements such that at 

most one element is in each row, and at most one element is in each column, and the 

number of elements is as large as possible. Assume our matrix represents a bipartite 

graph with the row and column indices denoting two disjoint sets of nodes and nonzero 

entries ( i, j) denoting edges between nodes i and j. Finding a maximum transversal 

is equivalent to finding a maximum matching of the bipartite graph. Recall that a 

matching of a graph is a set of edges such that no two edges have a node in common. 

To find the maximum transversal we first invoke what they call the northwest 
corner rule: 

1. Successively scan the matrix rows until a nonzero is located. 
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2. Permute the appropriate rows and columns to move the nonzero to the north

west corner of the matrix. 

3. Repeat this procedure on rows and columns of the matrix not yet included in 

the transversal. 

The method terminates when no nonzeros exist in the southeast corner of the matrix. 

The transversal cannot be extended without altering any of the current transversal 

elements. We next attempt to extend the transversal by constructing chains of nonze

ros, where a chain is a sequence of nonzeros such that two adjacent links appear in 

the same row or column alternately. The chains obey the following rules: 

1. Each chain contains an odd number of matrix elements. 

2. All odd-numbered elements are not transversal elements, and all even-numbered 

elements are transversal elements. 

3. The first and last links are outside the northwest corner. 

When such a chain is formed, then all the odd-numbered elements are permuted 

into the transversal, all even-numbered elements are permuted out of the transversal, 

and the transversal is increased by one element. When no more such chains can be 

formed, the transversal is maximum. 

The second step of the algorithm involves the northwest corner of the constraint 

matrix that is defined by the rows and columns in the maximum transversal. We wish 

to maximally decompose the square matrix, where a matrix is decomposable if its rows 

and columns can be arranged into upper block-triangular form, and it is maximally 

decomposed when the number of blocks along the diagonal is as large as possible. 

To maximally decompose the northwest corner submatrix (NWC), we locate its 

strongly connected components, group them together, and permute the blocks into 

their topologically sorted order. In this manner we achieve the upper block-triangular 

form for NWC. For those unfamiliar with these graph theoretical terms, we present 

the following brief discussion. A directed graph is a pair (V, A), where the set of nodes 

V is finite, and the set of arcs A consists of elements that are ordered subsets of V 

of size 2. We denote a E A as a= (vi,Vj) where vi,Vj EV. A path of length 

k from vertex v 0 to vertex Vk in the graph is a sequence (v0 , vi, ... , vk) of vertices 

such that (Vi-I, Vi) E A for i = 1, ... , k. If a path exists from vertex Vi to vertex vi, 

we say that Vj is reachable from Vi, A strongly connected component of a graph is a 
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subset of nodes V' such that for all v, w E V', w is reachable from v. A topological 

sort of a directed graph is a linear ordering of all its vertices such that if the graph 

contains arc ( u, v ), then u appears before v in the ordering. If the graph contains 

cycles, then no linear ordering is possible. In a directed graph, a path (vo, vi, ... , vk) 

forms a cycle if v0 = Vk and the path contains at least one arc. Between strongly 

connected components of a directed graph, no cycles exist. Finally, consider NWC 

as representative of a directed graph with the row and column indices representing 

the same set of nodes, and a nonzero in position (i,j) representing an arc from node 

i to node j. With this explanation, the algorithm becomes apparent (see [5] for the 

appropriate methods). After the completion of the second step, the matrix has the 

form ( NWC NEC ) where NWC is in upper block-triangular form. 
swc 0 

To complete the transformation of the matrix to block-angular form, we perform 

a final manipulation of rows and columns. This manipulation is the third step of the 

algorithm. First we identify the rows of the so-called main program. These are the 

rows that make up the horizontal component of the angle shape. Next we permute 

the rows in the southwest corner (SWC) and the columns in the northeast corner 

(NEC) into NWC as follows. If a row (column) has nonzero elements in only one 

"subprogram" block set of rows (columns), then permute that row (column) into that 

block accordingly. If a row links two or more blocks, then permute and merge the 

blocks or permute the row into the main program. If a column links two or more 

blocks, then we must link the blocks together. In this manner, we can permute all 

rows and columns into the northwest portion of the constraint matrix. What remains 

are the elements in the northwest that are not part of a block and not part of the 

main program. The rows containing these elements can be manipulated in the same 

manner as the southwest rows. At the end of the three steps, the matrix has been 

transformed into a block-angular shape. 

3.3.2 Our Decomposition Method for Non-staircase Structured LPs 

One of the methods we can use to decompose the constraint matrix is based on the 

above algorithm, and it also consists of three steps. First we determine a maximum 

transversal in a two-step manner. We employ the northwest corner rule, but we 

reverse steps two and three to delay permuting. Next to attempt to lengthen the 

transversal, we use an algorithm to determine a maximum bipartite matching with 

the transversal just identified used as an initial matching (see [5]). The second step is 
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as described before: we locate the strongly connected components, and then permute 

the component blocks according to their topological sorting. In the third and final 

step, we only concern ourselves with the southwest portion. The rows are permuted 

into the northwest portion of the constraint matrix by placing a row in the lowest block 

that will fully contain the nonzeros of the row. In this manner we have transformed 

the matrix into one of upper block-triangular form. Hence, we call this method the 

Triangle Decomposition Method. 

3.4 Column Sorting Decomposition Method 

The third method we can use to decompose the constraint matrix consists of sorting 

the constraint matrix columns in nondecreasing order of the maximum row index 

of each column's nonzero entries. In this way we obtain an upper block-triangular 

structure of the constraint matrix. This idea was conceived by using the fact that 

for the matrices tested, one or more of the following is true: the columns are sparse 

(see Appendix A), the span of the nonzeros of the columns is small, or the rows are 

sparse. 

The blocks are then determined in one of two ways. First we can decide ahead of 

time how many blocks we desire. Then we can make a fairly even partition of the rows 

of the constraint matrix. For each block we can then easily determine the first column 

that has nonzeros in the block, and designate this column as the first of the block. 

Second we can use a similar idea to the matroid decomposition and decide block 

decomposition in this manner. This second method will only work well on matrices 

that have the partition A= [Astair Arun] after the column sorting described above 

have been performed. The submatrix Astair has a near-staircase structure. 

The column sorting decomposition method has an advantage over the other two 

methods in that it can be done relatively quickly, and in some cases the decomposition 

found provides the foundation for obtaining a good advanced basis. The drawback of 

this method is that the subproblems found from the decomposition are not necessarily 

based on the obvious blocks of the LP. We might end up severing an existing block 

in creating our subproblems. 
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Chapter 4 

Algorithm Details 

In this chapter we present a detailed description of our algorithm. After describing our 

preprocessing method, we discuss the algorithms used to decompose the constraint 

matrix and the algorithms used to create and solve subproblems associated with the 

decomposition. We next discuss how we build an advanced basis for the original 

LP. Finally, we show how to solve the original LP with the advanced basis and a 

simplex-based method. 

After presenting a detailed description of our algorithm, we discuss decisions we 

have made with regards to the algorithm. Then we present two situations in which 

we could obtain an optimal basis as our crash basis. We conclude the chapter with a 

discussion of the complexity of each decomposition algorithm. 

4.1 Preprocessing 

We use a preprocessed version of all LPs tested. In this manner we resolve the issues 

of fixed variables, empty rows and columns, and redundant rows and columns. We 

use the settings "set preprocessing presolve yes" and "set preprocessing aggregator 

no" available on CPLEX 3.0. Aggregation is a method used to reduce the number of 

rows by applying substitution. As this method can possibly damage the structure of 

our staircase and block-angular LPs, we choose not to apply aggregation. 

For reasons to be discussed in Section 4.3, we may need elements to supplement 

the crash basis. Therefore, once we have preprocessed the LP, we create a set of 

ordered variables by using an algorithm based on one presented in Bixby [2]. We 

produce our ordered set of variables in the following manner. Consider the LP vari

ables Xj, with bounds li ~ Xj ~ Uj and corresponding objective function value Cj, for 

j = 1, ... , n. Define the following sets: 

C1 = {j ~ n : Xj free }, 

C2 = {j ~ n : exactly one of li and Uj is finite }, and 

C3 = {j ~ n: -oo < lj,Uj < +oo}. 



For j = 1, ... , n, define a penalty fi; by 

fi; = 

0 if j E C1, 

I; 

-u; 
[i - Ui 

if j E C2 and u; = +oo, 
if j E C2 and l; = -oo, 
if j E C3. 

Let 1 = max{lcil: 1 :5 j :5 n} and define 

Cmax = { 1000, if I~~' 
1 otherwise. 
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Note that Bixby [2] defines an extra set corresponding to the slack variables. We 

choose not to use this set, but we present results in Chapter 4 comparing various 

basis supplementing techniques, some of which incorporate the slack variables. 

Define Pi = Pi+ ci/cmax for j = 1, ... , n. We obtain our list C by sorting the 

members of each set C1 , C2 , C3 into nondecreasing order of the p; value and then 

creating the set C = (Ci, C2 , C3 ) of the concatenated lists. The sorting produces a C 

with the starting variables being ones with the most "freedom" of value choices. Note 

that the objective function values are used as tie breakers. We now deviate from the 

method set forth in Bixby [2], and use the list in the following manner. If extra basis 

elements are needed, we scan C to obtain them. If it is the case that this list does 

not provide enough extra elements, we then add enough slack and artificial variables 

( variables associated with equality constraints) to the basis to obtain one of proper 

size. These elements are added in the increasing order of their indices. 

4.2 Constraint Matrix Decomposition 

In the following three subsections, we provide a detailed description of the three 

decomposition algorithms we outlined in the last chapter. 

4.2.1 Matroid-Based Decomposition 

The first decomposition method we discussed in Chapter 3 was one based on matroid 

theory. We reprint here for convenience the recursive algorithm we derived and then 

elaborate on the steps. Recall that if a matrix has an exact I-separation, then it can 

be permuted into a block-diagonal form of size 2 blocks. Assume we have A E ~mxn. 

The algorithm is as follows: 

decomp....mat(A) 



Step 1. Find a 2 x 2 submatrix of A of the form N = ( ~ ~ ) . If not 

possible, return. 

Step 2. Determine which rows and columns of A can be appended to N 
maintaining an exact 1-separation. This process identifies a set of 
rows and columns to delete from A. If the number of rows and the 
number of columns deleted exceed a certain size restriction, return. 

OtherMse, we obtain A = u: -fr 1:) , and A = (:• A~ ) · 

Step 3. decomp_mat (A1 ). 

Step 4- decomp_mat (A 2 ). 

Step 5. Return. 
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At step 1, if we find four such elements in A E ~mxn, we permute the nonzero 

elements to positions (1, 1) and (m,n) in the matrix, and the zero elements to the 

(1, n) and (m, 1) positions. In this manner we have moved the elements to the four 

corners of the matrix and have a convenient starting point from which to create A as 

shown in step 2. 

We begin step 2 with A partitioned as shown in Figure 4.1, where Ai, A2 , 0 E ~ 

X1 A1 g 
f ..... ;.. e a 

A X3 

l ........ ~ 
X2 0 h 

0 

f 

Figure 4.1 Constraint Matrix During Matroid-Based Decomposition 

and x and y are arbitrary elements in sets X3 and ½, respectively. We scan all rows 

except the first and last and determine whether to append the row to Ai, to A2 , or 

delete the row. Consider row x = ( e, ... , f) Four cases are possible: 

1. e # 0, f = 0, 
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2. e = 0, f -:/- 0, 

3. e -:/- 0, f #- 0, or 

4. e = O,f = 0. 
For case 1 (resp. 2) we append row x to A1 (resp. A2 ) and update the definition of 

A1 (resp. A2). For case 3 we must delete row x to maintain an exact 1-separation. For 

case 4, we can append row x to either A1 or A2 • We designate a row, midrow, that 

approximates the midpoint of the current A in the function decomp.Jnat. Then if 

row x is located before or at midrow and case 4 occurs, then x is appended to A1. 
Similarly, if x occurs after midrow, then x is appended to A2 • 

One way of defining midrow is to calculate the midway point from the first to last 

row indices of A and set midrow to this value. This method has a possible drawback. 

Suppose A is of the form: 

row x~---'---~---'---~ 
row x -------1 blocki 
row x-----~--~~----. 

Then, we would potentially be cutting an existing block in two. To lessen the chances 

of this split occurring, we calculate midrow as follows. Let itop be the first row index 

of the current A in decomp.Jnat, and let ibottom be the last row index. We first set 

midrow ._ itop + ( ibottom - itop + 1) /2 - 1. 

We first want to find the minimum and maximum column indices of all nonzeros 

in blocki, To approximate this quantity, we scan five rows, midrow and the two 

above and two below it, and find the minimum and maximum column indices over 

all nonzeros of these rows. It could be the case that all five rows do not belong to the 

same block, however, we do not address this issue. Let imin and imax be the column 

indices found. Then over all columns j E {jmin, ... ,imax} find the minimum and 

maximum row indices of all nonzeros, call these row indices imin and imax· We now 

decide if one of these rows can replace the current value of midrow. We would like 

to choose a row near the midpoint of A, hence, we check 

itop + d/4 ~ imax ~ itop + 3d/4, 
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where d = libottom - itopl· 

If ima:,; satisfies this condition, then midrow +-- ima:,;, otherwise if imin satisfies the 

condition then midrow +-- imin - 1. We follow an identical procedure to procure 

midcol, and hence we have obtained the "middle" row and column on which to base 

decisions in the occurrence of case 4. 

We have one final note in the calculation of midrow. The columns of the LPs tend 

to be sparse (see Appendix A), so while scanning the columns as mentioned above, 

we only consider columns that have more than midval nonzeros, where midval is 

calculated based on the maximum number of nonzeros of all columns. If the maximum 

is less than 7, then midval = 1, else midval = 3. We have based these values on 

results obtained from testing several possibilities. The default values should by no 

means be considered as the only correct ones as future testing could possibly find a 
better approach. 

Recall that we are still applying step 2 of decomp..ITiat , and we have just scanned 

all the rows and either appended each row to A1 , to A2 or deleted it. We now scan the 

columns and make similar decisions. The procedure is identical to that of the rows. 

When we have scanned all rows and columns, we permute the rows and columns of 

A to obtain the form 

A = ( ~: :~ X~ ) . 
0 ½ A2 

We must now determine whether either of A1 E ~mi xni or A2 E ~m2 xn2 is too 

small to be acceptable. As previously mentioned, the given LPs tend to be sparse, and 

the individual blocks tend to be sparse. This sparseness may cause a continuation of 

the decomposition process to the point where the blocks found are unreasonably small 

in size. Also, regardless of sparsity, we may want to experiment with the number of 

subproblems created and see the affect on the solution process. Thus, we check the 

size of A1 and A2 against a parameter, smallest. We have tested various values and 

discuss our default choice later in this chapter. If min{m1, m2 , n1 , n 2 } < smallest, 

then the current A is not decomposed. We also check the number of rows and columns 

deleted. Let mde1 and ndel be the number of rows and columns deleted, respectively. 

If mde1 2:: 2x min{ m1 , m2 , n1 , n2 } or nde1 2:: 2x min{ m1 , m2 , n1 , n2}, then the current 

A is not decomposed, otherwise, we proceed with steps 3-5. 

At the completion of the algorithm, we have the following decomposition of the 

constraint matrix: 
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0 

0 

The dimensions of A are m x ii, with m, ii potentially smaller than the original 

dimensions m x n of A. As we show in Section 4.3, we can obtain at most m basis 

elements from this decomposition. If m < m, we will have fewer basis elements than 

necessary for the original problem (see Section 4.3). We also lose problem information 

by deleting rows and columns. Hence, we append rather than delete the rows and 

columns as follows. In each call of decomp .. niat, after step 2 we have A as shown 

in step 2 of the algorithm. 

Consider adding step 2.5 to our algorithm, where we first append all rows of 

(X1 XY X 2 ) to A1 • Next, we decide the placement of the "deleted" columns. Consider 

a column, y = (Yit, ... , Yi2f with subvector Yit a column of Yi, and subvector Yi2 a 

column of 1-';. If IYill ~ 1Yi21, then y is appended to A1 ; otherwise y is appended to 

A2 • The resulting decomposition is 

A = X1 XYa1 XYi,1 X2 . 
( 

A1 Ya1 ½1 0 ) 

0 Ya2 ½2 A2 

We redefine A1 +-- ( Ai Yai ) , and A2 +-- ( Yi,2 A2 ) , and "delete" Ya2· In this 
X1 XYa1 

manner we obtain an upper-block-triangular matrix, with the final decomposition 

being 

0 Ak 
In Section 4.3 we discuss how we form subproblems from this permuted version of the 

original constraint matrix. 

4.2.2 Triangle Decomposition 

The second decomposition option is based on Weil and Kettler [21]. Before we present 

the algorithm, we review a few necessary concepts. Recall that a bipartite graph is 

one in which the node set can be partioned into two subsets, so that every edge of the 

graph has one endpoint in one subset and one endpoint in the other. A matching of a 
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graph is a set of edges such that no two edges have a node in common. A maximum 

bipartite matching is a matching of maximum size of a bipartite graph. A strongly 

connected component of a directed graph is a set of nodes in which there exists a path 

between every two nodes of the set. A topological sort of a directed acyclic graph is 

a linear ordering of its nodes such that if the graph contains arc ( u, v), then in the 

ordering, u appears before v. Recall that a directed acyclic graph is a directed graph 

with no cycles in which each edge has a direction. In the following algorithm, when 

we state that A is the matrix representation of a bipartite graph, we mean that the 

row indices and column indices denote disjoint sets of nodes of the graph and nonzero 

entries ( i, j) denote edges between nodes i and j. 

Let A be the given constraint matrix. We now present the algorithm. 

decomp_trngl(A) 
Step 1. Perform a revised version of the northwest corner rule on A. 

Step 2. Using the nonzeros along the diagonal of A found in step 1 as 
an initial matching, increase this matching to a maximum bipar
tite matching of the bipartite graph represented by A. Permute the 
matching edges of the graph to the main diagonal of A starting at 
(0, 0) and ending at ( imatch, imatch), where limatchl = size of matching. 
The first imatch rows and columns define the northwest corner of A 
(NWC). 

Step 3. Find the strongly connected components of NWC and permute 
the components into their topological sorting order of NWC. 

Step 4. Adjust the blocks of NWC. 

Step 5. If NWC does not include all rows of A, integrate the extra rows 
into the blocks of NWC. 

Step 6. Return. 

Our goal in the first two steps is to create the longest possible chain of nonzero 

elements along the main diagonal of A. We accomplish this goal by invoking a maxi

mum bipartite matching algorithm to which we provide an initial matching. At step 

1 we sort the columns in nondecreasing order of the largest nonzero row index of each 

column. This sorting helps produce an initial chain that is most likely longer than 

a chain found without the sorting. After we sort the columns, we successively scan 

them beginning with the top of each column until we find a nonzero in a row and 

column not yet included in chain, and we add the element to the chain. If the columns 

are first sorted as specified, then we have a greater chance of locating a nonzero not 
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yet included in the chain. Once we have scanned all columns, we permute the chain 

elements to the main diagonal. 

The object of step 2 is to increase the chain to its maximum size. We accomplish 

this goal by considering A as a matrix representation of a bipartite graph and finding 

a maximum bipartite matching. We can use any standard algorithm (see [5] for 

example). Once a maximum bipartite matching has been found, we permute all 

matching elements to the main diagonal. Now NWC is defined as the submatrix of 

all rows and columns with indices less than imatch· 

At step 3 we transform NWC into upper block-triangular form by locating the 

strongly connected components of NWC and topologically sorting them. Once again 

any standard algorithm can be used. We have used algorithms presented in [5]. These 

algorithms are intended for directed graphs, and hence we assume NWC represents 

a directed graph with the row and column indices each representing the same node 

set. A nonzero in position ( i, j) designates an arc from node i to node j. 

At the end of step 3 the northwest corner of A is in upper block triangular 

form, and each block along the main diagonal is a strongly connected component. 

Due to the sparsity of our LP matrices, we tend to get many small blocks ( or 

strongly connected components). Thus, we might possibly wish to combine blocks. 

For this reason, at step 4 we merge blocks in the following manner. We first set 

rowmin = colmin = limatchl/blocknum, where blocknum is a default value. We 

merge the blocks as follows. Starting at top block, scan the blocks and append each 

successive block to the first until the "growing" current block has row and column 

size greater than or equal to rowmin. Designate this submatrix as a block. Now 

consider the block following the last appended block and repeat the process until all 

blocks have been scanned and appended appropriately. Now we have approximately 

blocknum blocks defining NWC. Suppose blocknum = 5, then our matrix has the form 

B1 A12 A13 A14 A1s 
B2 A23 A24 A2s 

A= 
B3 A34 A3s 

0 B4 A4s 
Bs 

swc 
In step 5 we append each row in the southwest to a block in NWC to permute A into 

an upper block-triangular structure. We accomplish this goal as follows. For all rows 
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i in SWC, find the minimum nonzero column index imin· Find the block kin NWC 

such that blkcoh ~ imin < blkcoh+i, where blkcoh is the column index of the first 

nonzero column of block k. Append row i to the bottom of block k. At the end of 

this process, A has an upper block triangular structure. 

4.2.3 Column Sorting Decomposition 

The third decomposition method we use is one that consists of sorting the columns of 

the constraint matrix in nondecreasing order of the maximum nonzero row index of 

each column. After the sorting, we simply partition the matrix rows into blocknum 

number of blocks and determine the column start of each block by finding the min

imum column nonzero over all rows of a block. With this method, we also have the 

option of a variation as we discuss in a moment. 

We conceived of this decomposition idea by first noticing that most all columns 

are sparse in our test matrices and next realizing that with the triangle decomposition 

method, we produce an upper block triangular matrix to partition into blocks. Why 

not simply begin by creating such a matrix. Let the constraint matrix be A. The 

algorithm is: 

decomp_cs(A) 
Step 1. Permute the columns of the matrix in nondecreasing order of the 

maximum row index of nonzeros in each column. 

Step 2. If (MATROID ), then use a revised version of decomp_mat to 
determine decomposition. Otherwise, partition matrix rows into 
blocknum number of blocks. 

Step 3. Determine blkcol values by determining smallest column indices 
in each block of rows. 

Step 4. Return. 

As we have previously described, step 1 involves scanning each column and finding 

the maximum row index of all nonzeros of each column. We then sort and permute 

the columns into an order of nondecreasing values of these row indices. In this way 

we have created an upper block triangular version of the constraint matrix of an 

indeterminate number of blocks. 

Step 2 involves a parameter MATROID which the user can set to TRUE or FALSE. 

When it has value TRUE, we perform a revised version of decomp_mat on the con

straint matrix. The method used when MATROID is TRUE will only be useful for 
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sorted constraint matrices of a form A = [A.,tair A1uu] with Aatair being of near

staircase structure. See for example pictures of pds2 and kenll in Appendix C that 

have been column sorted. The trouble with applying this method to other types of 

matrices occurs while we are calculating midrow. Recall in decomp...mat that we 

scan five rows to find maximum and minimum columns from which to search for rows. 

We do not want to allow non-staircase columns in the search, otherwise the maximum 

and minimum rows found would not necessarily be located near the midpoint. 

Consider matrix A E ~mxn. For each column i, starting with the first, find the 

span of the row indices of the nonzeros, i.e. (maximum - minimum). Check: if 

(span ~ m/5 AND maximum ~ 3m/5) then set column last = i - 1, else look at 

next column. If all columns spanned, set last= n - 1. Now we apply decomp...mat 

to the submatrix A.,tair that spans all columns up through last. 

At step 2, if MATROID is FALSE, then we perform the following procedure. Set 

smallest - m/blocknum, and blkrow1 = 0. Set blkrowi+l - blkrowi + smallest, 

where i = 1, ... , blocknum and, blkrowi is the first row index of block i. 

In step 3, determine the first column of each block as follows. For each block i of 

rows, find the minimum column index of all nonzeros in that block, and set blkcoli 

to that index. Once again at the end of the algorithm, we have the matrix A in an 

upper block triangular form. 

For both the triangle and the column sorting decompositions, we have added an 

extra option. As we have stated, the rows of the LP constraint matrices each have 

relatively few nonzeros. It can be the case though, that a few rows are dense in 

nonzeros. We have added the option of permuting all such rows to the first block of 

the constraint matrix. The user can set a value MERGEVAL against which all rows are 

tested, and if a row has more than MERGEVAL nonzeros, then this row is permuted 

to the top block. We have found that this process greatly improves the performance 

of our algorithm. 

4.3 Creating Advanced Basis 

The decomposition processes described in the last three sections produce a permuted 

version of the original LP which has the form 

mm1m1ze 



subject to 

B1x1 + A12x2 + A13x3 + 
B2x2 + A23X3 + A24X4 + 

Baxa + Aa4x4 + 

+ A1kXk b1 

+ A2kXk - h2 
+ Aakxk - ha 

Ii ~ Xi ~ Ui for i = 1, ... , k with k = blocknum 

We create blocknum subproblems, with each LP;ub having the form: 

mm1m1ze c?xi + Ci+l TXi+1 + 
subject to 

lj ~ Xj ~ Uj for j = i, ... , k with k = blocknum. 
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We do not discuss the algorithm for creating the subproblems as it is very straight

forward. We simply create MPS files using original LP information to produce files 

corresponding to the described subproblems. 

Next we solve the subproblems and obtain an advanced basis for the original 

LP. The algorithm is as follows, where LPaub = { LP}ub, LP;ub, ... , LP:!,,cknum} and 

C is the previously-determined ordered set of variables from the original LP (see 

Section 4.1): 

sub_solve(LPaub, C) 
Step 1. BASIS={} . 

Step 2. For each LP;ub, i = blocknum, ... , 1 do 

Step 2a. Set LPcurrent +- LP;ub · 
Step 2b. Adjust LPcurrent according to solution information 

for subproblems solved at j = i + 1, ... , blocknum. 
Step 2c. Solve LPcurrent. 
Step 2d. If ( LPcurrent infeasible or unbounded), reset LPcurrent 

to unadjusted LP;ub and solve. 
Step 2e. For each subproblem variable basic at optimality, 

if corresponding original variable is not in BASIS, put 
it in BASIS. 



Step 3. If BASIS needs to be supplemented, and C has not been com
pletely scanned, add an appropriate element to BASIS from C. 

Step 4- If BASIS still needs to be supplemented, add appropriate vari
ables associated with the constraint rows to BASIS. 
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The purpose of sub..solve is to find an advanced basis for the original LP by 

using LP,,,,b solution information. At the completion of the algorithm, this basis is 

stored in BASIS. At step 1 we initialize BASIS = {}. At step 2 we solve each 

subproblem LP;ub beginning with i = blocknum and ending with i = 1. We discuss 

applying step 2 with i = 1, ... , blocknum later in the chapter. 

We describe each substep of step 2 in detail. First at step 2a we set LP C'IJ.rrent to 

LP;ub· At step 2b we revise LPcurrent as follows. Scan the variables of LPcurrent, and 

for every variable that has previously been basic at optimality, delete that variable 

from LPcurrent as follows. Suppose one such variable is xi. Then for every constraint 

i of LPcurrent, we alter the right-hand side to bi t-- bi - aijXj and delete Xj from the 

problem. The scalar xJ is the value of Xj at optimality at the first subproblem in 

which it was basic at optimality, and aii is the constraint coefficient of xi in constraint 

i of subproblem LPcurrent. For an explanation of why we only delete such variables 

and not all overlap variables, see Section 4.5. 

We have tested a variation of step 2b. Suppose, once again that the overlap 

variable xi has been previously basic at optimality. We have also tried the method of 

setting Xj to O in LPcurrent· This technique is simply a projection of the subproblem 

to a lower dimension, and we have found that in some cases this variation is a viable 

option (see Section 4.5). 

At step 2c when we solve LPcurrent, one of three things occurs. The subproblem 

is either optimal, infeasible, or unbounded. If it is infeasible or unbounded, then at 

step 2d we solve the unadjusted LP;ub· We want an optimal solution from which to 

pick our BASIS elements and are willing to solve two subproblems to attempt to 

obtain an optimal solution. 

Suppose at step 2d we solve the unadjusted version of LP;ub· Also suppose that 

variable Xj of LP;ub is basic at optimality and has previously been basic at optimality. 

In this case at the completion of step 2 we have at least one too few elements in BASIS 

for our advanced basis. It is because of this possibility that we have previously 

constructed the ordered set C of variables ( see Section 4.1). 

We complete step 2 by adding to BASIS all variables that are basic at optimality 

of LPcurrent · 
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At step 3 we test the size of BASIS. If BASIS does not have enough elements, we 

scan set C and add elements to BASIS that are not already in the set. Recall that if 

the original constraint matrix has m rows, then we must have m elements in BASIS. 
We stop when either BASIS is of the right size or Chas been completely scanned. 

In the second case, we then need to add slack and artificial variables to BASIS, and 

we do so by scanning the list of such variables starting with the smallest index and 

adding any slack or artificial variables to the BASIS that are not already in the set. 

4.4 Solving Original Problem 

After a decomposition algorithm has been applied, one of two things occur. First, 

it could be the case that no constraint matrix decomposition has been found. In 

this situation, we simply solve the original LP without providing a crash basis to the 

simplex solver. Second, it could be the case that we have found a decomposition of A. 

In this case, after sub_solve has been applied, we have a crash basis, and we simply 

solve the original LP using CPLEX and the given basis. 

4.5 Justification of Techniques and Parameter Defaults 

In this section we present empirical data to justify certain parameter and algorithmic 

choices. We first discuss one parameter that determines the number of subproblems 

and two parameters that determine the form of the subproblems. Next we discuss pa

rameters and algorithmic choices having to do with solving the subproblems. Finally, 

we compare our method of supplementing the crash basis against three other possible 

methods. 

4.5.1 Choosing the Number of Subproblems 

Matroid-based Decomposition As we show in Chapter 5, our matroid-based 

decomposition technique works best on near-staircase LPs. When using this method, 

we limit the number of subproblems we produce. As we are recursively decomposing 

the constraint matrix, we test the current submatrix size of the rows and columns each 

against smallest = m/DENOM, where the original LP had m rows and n columns, 

and DENOM is a parameter determined by the user. So in essence we partition the 

constraint matrix into at most DENOM number of blocks. We most likely will not have 

exactly DEN OM number of blocks since other factors are involved in the decomposition 
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decision. In Table 4.1 we present results for problem pencil050 in which we vary the 

value of DENOM. The constraint matrix of this LP has a staircase structure with 50 

blocks. We use the matroid-based decomposition, and a primal simplex solver. 

Though we only present results for pencil0S0, the other LPs exhibit a similar be

havior. As we can see, more subproblems do not necessarily imply better performance. 

This same behavior is found if we solve the LP with a dual simplex method. For this 

reason we have decided to use a small number as our default number of subproblems 

(DENOM = 10) when doing the decomposition of the LP constraint matrices using 

the matroid-based decomposition. It is not always the case that this value produces 

the best results, but for our test problems, it gives the best overall results. 

Table 4.1 Comparing Effect of Varying the 
Number of Subproblems for pencil050 

iterations time pa.ram. no. % basis 
(sec) value subprobs n 

914(51) 61.0 5 4 92 
1158( 47) 51.4 10 7 90 
1056(55) 54.0 15 8 90 
1260(32) 55.9 20 10 90 
1673(89) 61.1 25 17 86 

2004(125) 63.6 45 23 83 
2128(230) 67.2 50 39 82 
2362(315) 73.0 55 50 79 

We display the total number of iterations needed to solve the LP using the crash basis and 
the total time to solve the LP including decomposition and construction of the basis. The 
final column denotes the percentage intersection between the crash and optimal bases. 

Triangle Decomposition The triangle decomposition method can be used with 

any large, sparse LP. Recall that with this algorithm, we again limit the number of 

subproblems we create. We do this limiting in a manner similar to the one described 

for the matroid-based algorithm. That is, we set a parameter to a default value and 

insist that all blocks have more rows and more columns than m/DENOM. Based on re

sults of empirical tests, we have chosen DENOM= 5. With this decomposition method, 
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this default value also refers to the number of subproblems produced. Table 4.2 shows 

results for the problem perl when we vary the parameter in question. 

Table 4.2 Comparing Effect of Varying 
the Number of Subproblems for perl 

iterations time no. % basis 
(sec) subprobs n 

5860(1617) 148.4 3 66 
7963(1870) 156.5 4 63 
5581(1464) 127.9 5 64 
5563(1423) 123.5 8 64 
6451(1807) 155.1 10 63 
4931(1262) 117.1 15 64 
6097(1547) 136.3 20 63 

We display the total number of iterations needed to solve the LP using the crash basis and 
the total time to solve the LP including decomposition and construction of the basis. The 
final column denotes the percentage intersection between the crash and optimal bases. 

Column Sorting Decomposition In the column sorting method, we preset the 

number of subproblems produced. Table 4.3 shows results of using different numbers 

of subproblems with the LP r30. The constraint matrix is in block-angular form 

with thirty bottom blocks (see Appendix C). Notice from Table 4.3 that again, more 
subproblems do not necessarily imply better performance. For this reason we have de

cided to use "5" as our default number of subproblems when doing the decomposition 

of the LP constraint matrices. 

For each of the three decomposition heuristics we have chosen a fixed value for 

DENOM. We do not vary the value based on the size of the original LP. However, it 

would be interesting to test different methods of choosing the DENOM value to see if 

we would obtain better results. 

4.5.2 Parameters Related to Form of Subproblems 

Recall that with the column sorting algorithm, we have the option of either creating 

the partition of blocks ad hoc after the columns have been sorted, or we can apply the 



Table 4.3 Comparing Effect of Varying 
the Number of Subproblems for r30 

iterations time no. % basis 
(sec) subprobs n 

105(9) 657.3 5 99 
212(26) 488.1 10 99 
362(70) 462.3 15 99 

1435(273) 681.8 20 97 
2171(830) 835.9 25 95 

953(141) 601.7 30 98 
4109(2285) 1327.7 35 94 
4205(2340) 1503.3 40 94 
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We display the total number of iterations needed to solve the LP using the crash basis and 
the total time to solve the LP including decomposition and construction of the basis. The 
final column denotes the percentage intersection between the crash and optimal bases. 

matroid-based idea that we have discussed to create the blocks. The current method 

is not ideal in that the user has to decide whether the parameter MATROID is TRUE 

or FALSE, and this decision is based on what the constraint matrix looks like after 

the columns have been sorted. This option needs work. 

The second parameter whose value is not automatically chosen by DECMP is 

MERGEVAL. Recall that we move to the top block all rows that have more than 

MERGEVAL nonzeros. We currently base our decision on pre-algorithm knowledge of 

the LP. We look at a histogram of the number of nonzeros in each row. In some 

cases, there is an obvious division. For example, all rows could have fewer than 20 

nonzeros with the exception of a handful of rows that have 100 nonzeros. In this 

case, we set MERGEVAL to any value between 21 and 99. This process usually gives 

better results than setting MERGEVAL to oo. There exist other types of situations in 

which we would choose the value in a different way. Regardless, this portion of the 

algorithm needs future work. 

4.5.3 Solving the Subproblems 

In this subsection we justify four algorithm choices related to the subproblem solution 

process. If the iteration counts and times presented in this section do not match the 
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ones in the following chapter, it is because we have made different parameter choices 

from the default values to highlight certain problem behavior. 

First, recall that when we solve the sequence of subproblems created by our de

composition, we do so in reverse order (bottom up). Another option is to solve the 

sequence in ascending order (top down). Table 4.4 displays results comparing both 

options for four LPs. Neither option always does better than the other, however we 

have observed that for our test problems, (bottom up) generally outperforms (top 
down). 

Table 4.4 Comparison of Subproblem Solving Sequence. 
Tested on: pl5, RR20050_2, kenll, pencill00 

p15 RR20050....2 kenll pencill00 
option iterations time iterations time iterations time iterations time 

(sec) (sec) (sec) (sec) 

bottom up 49( 7) 150.2 15590(3031) 95.0 6389(2205) 365.7 204.5 
top down 306(157) 165.0 19965(5434) 121.2 5565(2110) 336.5 205.7 

Second, recall that we have chosen to substitute variables from one subproblem 

into subsequent subproblems only if the overlap variables have been basic at optimal

ity for any previous subproblem. If we relax this requirement and substitute in all 

overlap variables, we have found that in general, the performance of the algorithm 

deteriorates. Table 4.5 displays results for such a comparison on the LPs perl and 

pds2. 

Table 4.5 Comparison of 2 Info. Sharing Techniques 
Between Subproblems. Tested on: perl, pds2 

perl pds2 
option iterations time iterations time 

(sec) (sec) 

sub all 5519(1509) 118.8 640(255) 21.2 
sub basic 5336(1379) 118.6 592(259) 18.8 

We have mentioned that when we are solving the subproblems and deciding how 

to adjust the current subproblem, we have the option of either not altering the right-
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hand side b and simply setting the designated overlap variable to 0, or altering b 

by resetting b +- b - a.jXj, where a.j is the jth column of the constraint matrix, 

and xj is the optimal value of variable Xj of some previously solved subproblem. 

We have decided to alter the right-hand side vector when we use a primal simplex 

method as our LP solver. We do not alter the vector when we use a dual simplex 

method as our LP solver. We base this decision on empirical test results comparing 

both techniques with both the primal and dual simplex methods. Table 4.6 provides 

information about such testing on the LPs ken 7 and rOS. We see that our proposed 

method of altering the right-hand side vector while using a primal simplex solver and 

not altering the right-hand side vector while using a dual simplex solver provides the 

best results. This behavior is representative of the general behavior with other LPs. 

We believe the reason it generally works better to not alter the right-hand side 

when using the dual simplex method is as follows. If we do fix the designated overlap 

variable and adjust the right-hand side accordingly, then this corresponds to changing 

the slope of the objective function of the dual LP. Whereas if we set the overlap 

variable to zero and do not alter the right-hand side, then we have simply deleted 

a constraint from the dual LP and not changed the slope of the objective function. 

Each technique has a different impact on the subproblem, and we have observed that 

in general the one we have chosen seems to be preferable. 

Table 4.6 Comparison of Altering and Not Altering the RHS 
While Solving Subproblems. Tested on: ken 7, r05 

problem 

ken7 
r05 

primal simplex 
alter rhs do not alter 

(iterations) (iterations) 

6389(2205) 15144(9383) 
75(10) 116(36) 

dual simplex 
alter rhs do not alter 

(iterations) (iterations) 
4485(1259) 4097(1345) 

133(47) 96(17) 

Finally, recall that when we are solving the subproblems to obtain basis infor

mation, if a subproblem is infeasible the first time through, we resolve a variation 

of that subproblem. If we do not resolve infeasible subproblems, we find that the 

performance of the algorithm deteriorates. Table 4. 7 shows results of this experiment 

for the LPs perl and pds2. For perl, four out of five subproblems were infeasible, and 

for pds2, three out of five subproblems were infeasible. 
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Table 4.7 Resolving Infeasible Subproblems. Tested on: perl, pds2 

perl pds2 
option itera.tions time itera.tions time 

(sec) {sec) 

no resolve 10103(2828) 184.7 1706(705) 28.2 
resolve 5806(1797) 129.4 734(193) 23.1 

4.5.4 Supplementing the Basis 

Recall that in some instances we might need to supplement the entries of the ad

vanced basis. In this case we rely on the method previously described in this chapter. 

Table 4.5.4 shows how this method (ours) compares with four other possible methods. 

We have tested all methods on the three LPs perl, pds2, and ken7 (see Appendix A 

for problem statistics). The other four options are as follows. In one case (vars) we 

simply add nonbasic variables as needed by scanning the choices. In a second (s, v), 
we first add nonbasic slacks as needed by scanning the choices, and then if we need 

more basis elements, all nonbasic variables as needed again by scanning the choices. 

In a third (s/a, v), we first add all nonbasic slacks and artificials by scanning the 

choices. We then add nonbasic variables as needed. In the fourth (s, C), we first add 

nonbasic slacks and then our presorted variables as needed. 

The tally heading indicates how many extra basis elements are needed, and the 

number after the comma indicates how many are needed from the possible second 

choice. For these three LPs, we can draw no conclusions about a best method. 

Clearly, future work is needed in this area. 

4.6 A Theoretical Aside 

We have discussed methods of decomposing the constraint matrix of a given LP, 

creating subproblems based on the decomposition, and creating an advanced basis 

for the original LP based on solution information of the subproblems. Can it ever be 

the case that our advanced basis will exactly match an optimal basis of the original 

LP? In this section we discuss two situations where this will occur. 

Theorem 4.1 Consider the LP 
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Table 4.8 Five Basis Supplementation Ideas. Tested on: perl, pds2, ken7 

perl pds2 
option tally, I iterations I time tally, I iterations time 

2nd (sec) 2nd (sec) 

ours 583, 0 5581(1464) 132.2 58,0 734(193) 24.2 
vars 583, 0 5248(1368) 125.3 58,0 653(163) 22.1 
s, V 583,582 5923(1409) 134.5 58,58 653(163) 22.8 
s/a, v 583, 0 8388(2106) 166.3 58,0 673(127) 23.1 
s, C 583,582 5951(1729) 149.5 58,58 734(193) 24.4 

minimize CT X + fT y 

subject to Ax 

x,y2::0 

and the two subproblems 

minimize c T x 

subject to Ax = ha 
X 2:: 0 

minimize fT y 

subject to Dy = bd 

y 2:: 0 

ken7 
tally, iterations time 

2nd (sec) 

24,0 942(401) 14.8 
24,0 879(341) 13.0 

24,24 879(341) 14.9 
24,0 587(202) 12.1 

24,24 942(401) 14.2 

as.sohciahted with it. IfbABba

1

nd DBh arehthe optima(l !:is m;t)ric~s associ~ted

1 wit t e respective su pro ems, t en t e matrix 1s an optima 
0 DB 

basis matrix for the original LP. 

Proof. We prove the theorem by contradiction. Suppose the given "optimal" basis 

matrix for the original LP is as shown above. We know that ABX = ha and DBY = 
bd, Therefore, the basis is feasible for the original LP. We need to show that it is 

optimal. Suppose that it is not, and a nonbasic variable can enter the basis and 

improve the solution of the original LP. Then that variable would also improve the 
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solution of the appropriate subproblem, and we would contradict the fact that AB 

and DB are optimal basis matrices for the subproblems. D 

This theorem can easily be extended for block diagonal LP problems with more 

than two blocks. 

Theorem 4.2 Consider the LP 

minimize cTx + gTz + fTy 

subject to Ax+ H1z = ha 

and the two subproblems 

H2z+Dy = bd 

x,y,z ~ 0 

minimize cTx + gTz 

subject to Ax+ H1z = ha 
x,z ~ 0 

minimize g T z + fT y 

subject to H2z + Dy = bd 
y,z 2:: 0 

where we define g in a moment. Suppose we solve the second shown subproblem 

first, and the first shown subproblem second, and further suppose that none 

of the variables in the z vector are basic at optimality in either subproblem. 

::::,::le::t :::~ :: _:i:h:1:t,i:~nb:~ :a:::~ce(s ~B the ~es)pet: 
0 DB 

optimal basis matrix for the original LP. 

Proof. We can rewrite the second subproblem as follows, partitioning the vectors 

and matrices into basic portions and nonbasic portions 

minimize g T z + fJ YB + fJ YN 

subject to H2z + DBYB + DNYN = bd 
YB, YN, Z 2:: 0 

We know that DB is nonsingular, so we can rewrite the constraints as follows 
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YB= Dn1 bd - Dn1
H2z - Dn1 DNYN , 

and substitute this value of YB into the objective function to obtain 

fiD81hd + (fJ - fiD81DN)YN + (gT - fiD81H2)z. 
We can manipulate the first subproblem in a similar fashion to obtain the objective 

function 

CfiAn1ba + (ct - CfiAn1 AN)XN + (gT - CfiAn1
H1)z. 

If we follow this same technique for the original LP by assuming the optimal basis is 

as stated, we obtain for the objective function 

clAn1ha + fJDn1hd+ (c& - clAn1 AN)XN + (fJ -fJDn1DN)YN+ 
(gT - ciA:e1H1 - fJDii1H2)z. 

We claim that this fact implies ( AB O ) is an optimal basis matrix for the 
0 DB 

original LP. Suppose it is not. Then without loss of generality, assume that a nonbasic 

variable xi can enter the basis to improve the solution. This point would contradict 

the fact that AB is an optimal basis matrix for the top subproblem. D 

This argument easily extends to linear programming problems with the constraint 

matrix having a staircase structure with more than two "steps". 

4. 7 Decomposition Complexity 

In the following chapter, we show the empirical performance of the decomposition 

heuristics. Presently, we describe the theoretical behavior. Recall that the constraint 

matrix A is an m by n matrix. Let matsz be the number of nonzero values in A. We 

assume we are creating blocknum subproblems. Let lg n = log2n. 

To calculate the extra set of basis elements we scan the columns of A and sort 

some subsets of columns of A with a merge sort algorithm. This process translates 

into a worst case O(n + nlgn)-time algorithm. 

The matroid-based decomposition heuristic is implemented as a recursive algo

rithm. We obtain its worst-case running time from the recurrence T( n) = C + nD + 
2T(n/2), where C = m+n+matsz+matsz2 and D = m+n+matsz. We derive this 

recurrence from observing that Step 1 of decomp...mat has an O(matsz2
) running 

time. We obtain this value by observing that in the worst case, we must check every 

nonzero matrix value against every other one to determine the submatrix desired. 

Step 2 has an 0( m + n + matsz + ii( n + m + 2matsz)) running time where ii 

is the number of columns of the current submatrix being decomposed. We obtain 
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this value in the following manner. First we must initialize at every call to the 

decomposition function various vectors associated with the constraint matrix. This 

requires 0( m + n + matsz) amount of work. Next we must append as many rows and 

columns to the N just calculated. This requires 0(m+n+matsz+n(n+m+2matsz)) 

amount of work as we must first initialize some vectors, 0(m), calculate midrow, 

0(m + n + matsz), and scan the matrix twice in addition to permute rows and 

columns, 0(ii(m + n + 2matsz)). 

For Steps 3 and 4 we assume that we recursively call decomp_mat with submatri

ces that are approximately half the size of the current submatrix being decomposed. 

Therefore, for the matroid-based decomposition, we obtain an 0(nm+n2 +n(matsz)+ 

n2 lg n + mn lg n + ( matsz )n lg n + ( n - l )matsz2) running time for the decomposition. 

We obtain this value by expanding the equation T(n) = C + nD + 2T(n/2). 

We obtain a total running time of 0(m+n+(m+n+l)matsz+(m+ l)blocknum) 

for the triangle decomposition algorithm. This running time is derived from summing 

up an 0( m + n + ( m + n + l )matsz) running time for finding the maximum bipartite 

matching, an 0( m + matsz) running time for calculating and topologically sorting the 

strongly connected components of NWC, an 0(blocknum) running time for merging 

blocks together, an 0(n + matsz + m(l + matsz + blocknum)) running time for 

incorporating SWC into NWC, and an 0(m + matsz + blocknum) running time for 

permuting dense rows to the first block. 

The column sorting decomposition algorithm has a worst-case running time of 

0( n + m + matsz + blocknum( matsz + l)) if we are simply sorting the columns on 

the maximum row index of nonzeros per column (0(n + m + matsz)), partitioning 

A into blocknum number of blocks, and rectifying the first column of each block 

(0(blocknum(matsz + 1))). If in addition, we choose to employ the matroid-based 

idea, then our total running time can be calculated by summing up the worst-case 

running times shown here and shown above for the matroid-based heuristic. 

After we decompose the constraint matrix we must permute several vectors as

sociated with the original LP. This permuting has a worst-case running time of 

0(m+n+matsz). We must also create the subproblems based on the decomposition, 

and this creation has an 0(m + (n + matsz)blocknum) running time. 

After we have created the subproblems, recall that we solve each at most twice and 

we construct an advanced basis. The construction of the basis entails 0( m+n+matsz) 

work disregarding the solving of the subproblems. 
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To solve the original LP, we simply unpermute the advanced basis to correspond 

to the original LP and invoke CPLEX. The unpermuting consists of 0( m + n + matsz) 

amount of work. 

Thus the process of decomposing the constraint matrix is polynomial, as is the 

construction (sans solving the subproblems) of the advanced basis. 
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Chapter 5 

Computational Results 

In this chapter we evaluate our decomposition techniques. We first describe our test 

suite of linear programming problems and discuss how we choose a decomposition 

method for a problem. In Section 5.3 we argue the importance of not choosing a 

naive decomposition, and in Section 5.4 we show that to obtain good results, it is 

hardly ever preferable to have the "exact" decomposition. We compare our best 

results against CPLEX in Section 5.5, and against OSL in Section 5.6. 

5.1 Test Problems 

We have applied our decomposition methods to a test suite of 40 linear programming 

problems, 12 of which have constraint matrices that are in a near-staircase struc

ture, 14 of which have constraint matrices that are in a near-block-angular structure, 

and 14 of which have constraint matrices that are in neither of the above categories. 

Appendix A contains statistics for the test problems, and Appendix C presents pic

tures of the constraint matrices. 

All tests were performed on a Sun Model 670 machine with two Supersparc Model 

41 processors and 64 Megabytes of memory running SunOS 4.l.3_Ul. Our code was 

written in C and compiled with the -03 option of the Sun Compiler. We used the 

UNIX "time" function to obtain CPU times. 

As mentioned in Chapter 4, we are solving a preprocessed version of all LPs. We 

preprocess the LPs using CPLEX and the settings "set preprocessing presolve yes" 

and "set preprocessing aggregator no". All times for both our system and CPLEX 

exclude the preprocessing times, and all results refer to the preprocessed version of 

the problems. 

5.2 Choosing a Decomposition Method 

Table 5.1 displays nine LPs, three from each category: p05, r15, and stormlO from the 

near-block-angular LPs, grow22, pencil050, and scfxm3 from the near-staircase LPs, 
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and pds2, perl, and RR2 from the "other" category of LPs. We have solved each 

problem with each of the three decomposition techniques, and Table 5.1 displays the 

number of iterations normalized to 1 required to solve the problems. The smaller the 

value, the fewer iterations the method took to solve the problem. 

The column sorting decomposition method works best on the near-block-angular 

LPs. For the near-staircase LPs, the matroid-based algorithm is generally superior. 

For the "other" LPs, no decomposition was found when the matroid-based method 

was used. This poor performance is due to the fact that the nonzero elements of 

the matrix span the whole matrix for those three problems (see Appendix C). For 

these kinds of problems, column sorting and triangle decomposition give comparable 

results. 

Our decomposition-based solver, DECMP, does not automatically decide on which 

decomposition technique to use. We discuss the possibility of making an automatic 

decision in Chapter 6. Given the clear advantage of the matroid-based decomposition 

for near-staircase LPs and column sorting decomposition for near-block-angular LPs, 

automatically choosing a decomposition seems feasible if we can recognize whether a 

problem has staircase or block-angular structure. 

Table 5.1 Decomposition Comparisons for Nine LPs 

problem matroid column triangle 
based sorting 

near p05 1 0.01 0.2 
block r15 1 0.01 0.2 
angular storml0 1 0.06 0.6 
near grow22 0.01 0.7 1 
stair pencil050 0.2 0.7 1 
case scfxm3 1 0.9 0.9 

pds2 - 0.9 1 
other perl - 1 0.9 

RR2 - 1 0.8 

5.3 Naive Decomposition Fails 

The column sorting decomposition heuristic consists of a simple permutation of 

columns and a fairly even partition of the rows of our constraint matrix. This de

composition does not take the constraint matrix sparsity structure into account, and 
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yet as we see in Section 5.5 with this decomposition we obtain great results for the 

block-angular LPs. This leads us to wonder if we would get similarly good results 

with an even simpler decomposition heuristic. We have tested this idea by applying 

the decomposition that simply creates a fairly even partition of the constraint matrix 

rows into a designated number of submatrices. No columns or rows are permuted. 

We have tested this idea on the LPs kenll and pencil050. Recall that these are 

"other" and staircase structured LPs, respectively. We perform this naive procedure 

and compare results to results obtained using DECMP. As we can see from Table 5.2 

DECMP outperforms the naive method. Thus, we conclude that a bit of thought is 

necessary in the decomposition process. 
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Table 5.2 N AiVE vs. DECMP on Two LPs 

kenll 

I option iterations time no. % ~asis I 
(sec) subprobs 

I DECMP: I 6389(2205) I 394.8 I 5 77 

NAIVE: 9968(5704) 808.0 5 90 
12746(7902) 1176.6 7 89 
13106(8108) 1195.3 9 89 
12925(7911) 1209.8 10 89 
13323(8181) 1172.3 12 88 
13269(8173) 1209.3 15 88 
13159(8189) 1130.6 20 88 
13366(8149) 1277.4 25 88 

pencil050 

I 
option iterations time I no. 

(sec) subprobs 
% ~a.sis I 

j DECMP: j 1158( 47) j 54.5 j 7 90 

NAIVE: 4511( 960) 92.4 5 63 
5369(1070) 101.1 10 55 
5046( 859) 96.3 15 54 
5311(1110) 97.5 20 52 
5625( 959) 98.0 25 52 
5301(1046) 93.9 30 52 
5595(1064) 105.8 35 51 
5816(1209) 110.7 40 50 
5668(1024) 106.7 45 49 
5230(1036) 98.8 50 55 
5734(1069) 107.0 55 50 
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5.4 Exact Decomposition 

It is not always preferable to provide an exact decomposition to the algorithm. To 

demonstrate this phenomenon, we have manually determined the exact decomposition 

of 25 problems, and Tables 5.3 and 5.4 contain results of the following tests. For each 

subproblem shown, we compare using one of the three decomposition algorithms 

we have described against using prior knowledge of the matrix decomposition to 

create subproblems. The heading DECMP signifies our algorithm, and EXACT 
signifies that we have supplied the exact decomposition to DECMP as a substitute 

method of decomposition. The iteration counts are divided into total iterations and 

in parentheses, Phase I iterations. 

We see that it is not always preferable to provide an exact decomposition to the 

algorithm. We hypothesize that decomposing the LP into too many subproblems 

hinders the creation of a "good" advanced basis. Less information regarding the orig

inal LP is available within a smaller subproblem. To test this theory, we consider 

the three LPs pencil50, r20, and stormlO. For all three problems, our algorithm does 

better than the EXACT algorithm that uses 50, 20, and 10 blocks, respectively, for 

the three LPs. Table 5.5 displays the results of the tests in which we use primal 

simplex. We have taken the exact decomposition, and grouped blocks together to 

obtain the displayed number of blocks. From these empirical tests, we conclude that 

the number of subproblems created does make a difference, but fewer subproblems 

apparently do not always give better results even when using prior knowledge of the 

decomposition. The difference between the exact decomposition and our decompo

sition is that with ours, some nonzero constraint matrix elements are "lost" in the 

creation of the subproblems. Recall that with the matroid-based algorithm, to create 

the upper block-triangular structure, we deleted some matrix elements. For the LPs 

we have tested, this process leads to a better crash basis than the exact decomposition 

process in which no matrix elements are lost. 
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Table 5.3 EXACT vs. DECMP on Block-Angular LPs (iterations) 

problem EXACT DECMP EXACT DECMP 
name primal primal dual dual 

p05 139( 61) 45( 7) 12( 0) 30( 4) 
plO 203( 92) 51( 6) 19( 0) 35( 4) 
p15 162( 81) 49( 7) 24( 0) 60( 6) 
p20 860( 408) 75( 5) 34( 0) 53( 4) 
p30 152( 69) 83( 8) 50( 0) 76( 6) 

r05 27( 14) 75( 10) 13( 0) 96( 17) 
rl0 52( 23) 88( 14) 19( 0) 67( 11) 
r15 136( 58) 99( 12) 26( 0) 98( 18) 
r20 460( 196) 115( 14) 34( 0) 104( 22) 
r30 148( 69) 105( 9) 40( 0) 113( 18) 

stormlO 849( 280) 325( 32) 1927( 748) 1004( 215) 
storm20 3034( 760) 1175( 229) 2310( 774) 2708( 716) 
storm40 5743(1258) 2105(457) 10799(3906) 4344( 960) 

Table 5.4 EXACT vs. DECMP on Staircase LPs (iterations) 

problem EXACT DECMP EXACT DECMP 
name primal primal dual dual 
grow7 215( 145) 22( 0) 110( 3) 43( 12) 
grow15 541( 340) 36( 0) 391( 20) 141( 26) 
grow22 729( 453) 9( 0) 498( 13) 331( 75) 

pencil050 5230(1036) 1158( 47) 4331( 75) 2818(1576) 
pencill00 11104(2550) 1619( 94) 8271(101) 7486(4443) 
pencil150 18323( 4756) 2201( 207) 12981(171) 9801(5231) 
pencil200 23698( 4769) 2851( 303) 17023(299) 10694(5768) 
pencil250 35184(6109) 3821( 415) 20844(256) 8058(4403) 
pencil300 40618(7068) 4002( 420) 27233(388) 9530(4674) 

scfxml 132( 53) 161( 103) 248( 79) 195( 37) 
scfxm2 338( 149) 421( 232) 499(132) 674( 150) 
scfxm3 532( 231) 820( 454) 750(212) 1017( 306) 

Table 5.5 Iteration Count for EXACT (primal simplex) 

I 
pencil50 r20 storml0 

4 subproblems I 5 subproblems 5 subs I 6 subs 4 subproblems 

411ocs14) 1 4511(960) 11 36(0) 1 460(196) 11 1156(346) I 
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5.5 DECMP vs. CPLEX 

Our test suite comprises three different types of problems: near-block-angular LPs, 

near-staircase LPs, and other LPs. By other LPs we mean ones that are not easily 

recognized as being near-block-angular or near-staircase structure. 

Tables 5.6, 5. 7, and 5.8 contain information comparing DECMP against CPLEX. 

We show results for our primal method, our dual method, and CPLEX's primal, dual, 

and barrier methods. The upper tables contain iteration counts, with the number 

in the parentheses being the iterations spent in Phase I, and the number before the 

parentheses indicating the total number of iterations spent in Phase I and Phase 

II. The times shown are total CPU seconds including both user and system time. 

Appendix B contains a table listing the objective function values. Notice that with 

the exception of the bonus problem, our algorithm DECMP performs exceptionally well 

on the block-angular LPs in comparison to all three CPLEX methods. Our algorithm 

performs well on the staircase LPs when compared to the CPLEX primal and dual 

methods, but never beats the CPLEX barrier method. 

Appendix B contains further information regarding the above results. For ex

ample, we partition the solution times into amount needed to find crash basis and 

amount needed to solve the LP using the crash basis. We also list the percentage of 

elements the crash basis has in common with the optimal basis found under these 

conditions. 



problem 
name 

I bonus 

p05 
plO 
pl5 
p20 
p30 

r05 
rlO 
r15 
r20 
r30 

storml0 
storm20 
storm40 
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Table 5.6 CPLEX vs. DECMP on Block-Angular LPs 

Total Iterations to Solve the LP 
CPLEX DECMP decomp. CPLEX DECMP decomp. 

primal primal method dual dual method 

32765( 460) I 43921(13042) I trngle II 40242(8983) I 42083( 9569) I colsrt I 
4118( 2419) 45( 7) colsrt 6026( 0) 30( 4) colsrt 
8702( 5539) 51( 6) colsrt 12042( 0) 35( 4) colsrt 

12943( 8141) 49( 7) colsrt 18048( 0) 60( 6) colsrt 
16666(10900) 75( 5) colsrt 24094( 0) 53( 4) colsrt 
25501(16656) 83( 8) colsrt 36104( 0) 76( 6) colsrt 

4155( 2628) 75( 10) colsrt 6026( 0) 96( 17) colsrt 
8072( 5051) 88( 14) colsrt 12042( 0) 67( 11) colsrt 

12513( 7947) 99( 12) colsrt 18062( 0) 98( 18) colsrt 
17313(11406) 115( 14) colsrt 24094( 0) 104( 22) colsrt 
26422( 16422) 105( 9) colsrt 36108( 0) 113( 18) colsrt 

6020( 2013) 325( 32) colsrt 4057( 0) 1004( 215) colsrt 
14237( 4426) 1175( 229) colsrt 8111( 0) 2708( 716) colsrt 
28643( 8426) 2105( 457) colsrt 16396( 0) 4344( 960) colsrt 

Total Time to Solve the LP (seconds) 

problem CPLEX DECMP CPLEX DECMP CPLEX 
name primal primal dual dual barrier w/ 

crossover 

bonus 5186.7 5967.9 4583.8 4618.0 441.4 
p05 100.5 31.3 85.7 31.6 89.1 
pl0 472.5 82.5 381.7 82.1 139.0 
pl5 1080.6 150.2 899.0 151.2 244.9 
p20 1875.3 257.6 1557.5 234.7 429.1 
p30 4350.6 470.3 3905.3 472.0 820.3 

r05 143.0 53.9 107.7 56.l 252.7 
rlO 503.1 111.7 452.6 112.7 609.6 
r15 1306.4 239.4 1135.5 256.4 1243.2 
r20 2310.4 349.4 1992.1 365.4 2140.2 
r30 5164.0 657.3 4602.6 680.1 3300.4 

stormlO 134.0 31.3 60.4 50.4 75.8 
storm20 634.4 108.2 219.4 186.5 372.4 
storm40 2702.4 416.7 1019.7 610.0 1482.4 
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Table 5.7 CPLEX vs. DECMP on Staircase LPs 

Total Iteration• to Solve the LP 
problem CPLEX DECMP deeomp. CPLEX DECMP decomp. 
name primal primal method dual dual method 

grow7 225( 0} 22( 0} mtroid 190( 0} 43( 12} mtroid 
grow15 612( 0} 36( 0} mtroid 427( 0} 141( 26} mtroid 
grow22 1061( 0} 9( 0} mtroid 1775( 0} 331( 75) mtroid 

pencil050 6657( 0} 1158( 47} mtroid 4671( 0) 2818(1576) mtroid 
pencill00 14361( 0} 1619( 94} mtroid 9066( 0} 7486(4443} mtroid 
pencil150 23284( 0) 2201( 207) mtroid 13665( 0) 9801(5231) mtroid 
pencil200 29842( 0) 2851( 303} mtroid 18271( 0} 10694(5768) mtroid 
pencil250 38678( 0} 3821( 415) mtroid 23385( 0} 8058(4403} mtroid 
pencil300 45398( 0} 4002( 420} mtroid 28409( 0} 9530(4674) mtroid 

scfxml 303( 162) 161( 103) mtroid 282( 92) 195( 37) mtroid 
scfxm2 643( 337) 421( 232) mtroid 620( 153) 674( 150) mtroid 
scfxm3 1008( 538) 820( 454) mtroid 964( 255) 1017( 306} mtroid 

Total Time to Solve the LP (seconds) 

problem CPLEX DECMP CPLEX DECMP CPLEX 
name primal primal dual dual barrier w/ 

crossover 
grow7 1.1 2.0 1.0 2.3 1.4 
grow15 4.9 4.1 3.6 4.4 3.8 
grow22 12.1 5.6 20.l 9.3 5.3 

pencil050 84.8 54.7 112.7 96.0 40.8 
pencill00 361.0 170.5 439.7 507.7 135.4 
pencil150 1018.7 331.5 914.3 973.3 277.4 
pencil200 1758.2 569.4 1905.6 1484.9 381.3 
pencil250 2881.8 881.3 2942.1 1608.3 646.6 
pencil300 4215.1 1169.5 4162.8 2294.2 941.5 

scfxml 0.7 2.9 0.9 2.4 1.9 
scfxm2 2.5 4.9 3.2 6.2 3.2 
scfxm3 4.8 9.0 6.2 9.8 4.8 
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Table 5.8 CPLEX vs. DECMP on Other LPs 

Total Iterations to Solve the LP 
problem CPLEX DECMP decrnp CPLEX DECMP decrnp 
name primal primal used dual dual used 

efgh 61204( 13380) 69551( 14570) colsrt 27598( 4410) 21071( 132) colsrt 
fjord 28184( 2307) 28771( 785) trngle 14372( 0) 42750(9446) trngle 
hcl 49952( 5346) 56938( 16144) trngle 36733( 0) 50847(3742) trngle 

ken7 1487( 530) 950( 567) colsrt 2599( 0) 753( 362) colsrt 
kenll 11968( 4196) 6389( 2205) trngle 18560( 0) 4097(1104) colsrt 
ken13 30187( 8182) 15924( 4465) trngle 56506( 0) 15924(3324) colsrt 

pds2 662( 0) 689( 215) colsrt 539( 0) 350( 14) colsrt 
pds6 8297( 0) 4658( 1416) colsrt 3361( 0) 1664( 21) colsrt 
pdslO 14833( 0) 14941( 4666) colsrt 7617( 0) 5689( 115) colsrt 
pds20 118271( 0) 91588( 16831) colsrt 32884( 0) 42435(5878) colsrt 

perl 5957( 2121) 5581( 1464) trngle 5172( 0) 3374( 872) trngle 
per4 66419( 9191) 71899( 7150) colsrt 18949( 0) 16928( 781) colsrt 
per8 261647( 19014) 274990( 50975) trngle 39643( 0) 48946(2778) colsrt 

RR2 25543( 11798) 19232( 3926) trngle 5009( 0) 4928( 77) colsrt 
RR3 715760(336572) 671575(336926) colsrt 77350( 0) 48786( 645) colsrt 

Total Time to Solve the LP {seconds) 

problem CPLEX DECMP CPLEX DECMP CPLEX 
name primal primal dual dual barrier w/ 

crossover 

efgh 2050.8 3064.0 2511.1 2149.0 7562.4 
fjord 4869.9 5464.3 5673.3 14766.0 1358.1 
hcl 8743.3 12155.1 7775.3 19802.2 27553.3 

ken7 7.6 12.3 13.1 12.1 5.6 
kenll 404.4 365.7 774.1 347.3 92.3 
ken13 3054.5 2322.3 9792.4 3519.6 384.2 
pds2 8.0 21.0 8.3 19.3 34.6 
pds6 280.7 249.4 150.2 156.0 1397.3 
pdslO 923.6 1167.1 763.5 823.1 7140.8 
pds20 19528.2 18174.9 10101.4 16248.7 87936.9 

perl 92.0 127.9 120.8 125.0 67.2 
per4 2658.4 3185.3 1174.0 1627.6 1592.7 
per8 28025.0 34766.9 5152.6 10971.3 19160.4 

RR2 114.8 110.1 171.9 223.8 35.4 
RR3 13964.1 8813.4 22646.5 15134.0 824.7 
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5.5.1 Performance Discussion 

Our algorithm performs extremely well on the near-block-angular LPs. It outperforms 

all three CPLEX methods on all but one of the near-block-angular problems in our test 

suite. We believe that our method succeeds with near-block-angular problems because 

there is little relative overlap between subproblems (barring the top block). The 

solution of one subproblem has little influence on the solution of other subproblems. 

Hence there is less chance of finding subproblems infeasible, and we will use fewer 

supplemental basis elements in constructing the crash basis. 

On near-staircase LPs, our algorithm outperforms the primal and dual CPLEX 

methods. With these LPs we also have little overlap between subproblems, and 

the crash basis consists of a high percentage of the optimal basis elements ( see 

Appendix A). However, this great performance is insufficient to beat the barrier 

method. 

Our algorithm gives mixed results with the "other" LPs. We believe this phe

nomenon is due to relatively large overlap between subproblems. For several of these 

LPs, many subproblems are infeasible the first time through, thus we resolve them 

and rely heavily on the supplemental basis set. To improve performance on these 

problems, we must either improve our basis supplementation technique, or we must 

rectify the large overlap between subproblems. 

We believe part of the problem our algorithm had with the LPs bonus and efgh 

is the extremely sparse objective functions. The LP bonus has only three nonzero 

objective function coefficients, while efgh has only two. We did experiments with 

both problems by replacing the objective functions with functions that contain more 

nonzero coefficients. We replaced the functions as follows. Let Ci be the original 

coefficient for variable xi, for i = 1, ... , n. We adjust the function as follows: Ci +

Ci+ (i - 1) mod 3. Our results are shown in Table 5.9. The primal version of our 

algorithm does not perform well on the efgh problem when compared to CPLEX primal, 

but DECMP dual displays the best behavior of all five methods. This behavior is an 

improvement on the behavior of DECMP on the original efgh model. Our algorithm 

does well on the bonus problem against the comparable CPLEX routine, but as the 

constraint matrix of bonus has its nonzeros concentrated along the diagonal, the 

barrier method still has the advantage. 



bonus w/ 
full obj. 

Table 5.9 CPLEX vs. DECMP on bonus 
and efgh with full objective functions 

CPLEX DECMP CPLEX DECMP 
primal primal dual dual 

CPLEX 
barrier 

iterations: 
time (sec): 

13028(0) 3354(1552) 
917.9 410.2 

19203(0) 8627( 4991) 
1015.6 826.8 93.1 

efgh w/ 
full obj. 
iterations: 
time (sec) 

CPLEX DECMP 
primal primal 

25025(11484) 33489 13616 
969.6 1690.5 

CPLEX 
dual 

11511(0) 
953.7 

5.5.2 Observed Trends for Three LP Models 

DECMP CPLEX 
dual barrier 

9947(778) 
915.5 5704.7 
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The pencil* model consists of six LPs, the r* model consists of five LPs, and the 

storm* model consists of three LPs. We present pictures here of problem size versus 

the solution time behavior and also of problem size versus the number of iterations 

required to solve the LPs using different methods for each of the models. Table 5.1 

shows data for the pencil* model. Our algorithm outperforms CPLEX primal, but 

CPLEX barrier outperforms our algorithm. Table 5.2 shows data for the f* model. 

Our algorithm outperforms CPLEX primal and CPLEX barrier. Table 5.3 shows data 

for the storm* model. Again our algorithm outperforms CPLEX primal and CPLEX 

barrier. 

We observe that the graph of the number of rows versus solution times for each 

of the three LPs follows a roughly quadratic pattern for the simplex method and a 

roughly linear pattern for the barrier method. This is what we would expect (see 

Section 2.4). The graph depicting the number of rows versus solution times for our 

algorithm follows a roughly linear pattern. We notice that the graph depicting the 

number of rows versus the number of iterations to solve the LPs follows a linear 

pattern for both the simplex method and our algorithm except the slopes of the lines 

vary tremendously. 
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Figure 5.1 pencil LPs, top: Number of Matrix Rows vs. Solution Time for 
the six models using the solution methods: CPLEX primal('-'), DECMP 

primal('-.'), and CPLEX barrier('-'). bottom: Rows vs. Total Iterations 
for CPLEX primal('-'), DECMP primal('-.') 
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Figure 5.2 r* LPs, top: Rows vs. Solution Time for the methods CPLEX 
primal('-'), DECMP primal('-.'), and CPLEX barrier('-'). bottom: Rows 

vs. Iterations for CPLEX primal('-'), DECMP primal('-.') 
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5.6 DECMP vs. OSL 

In Chapter 2 we mentioned that OSL1 uses a method similar to ours to solve structured 

LPs. The subroutine EKKLPDC takes advantage of the structure of staircase and 

block-angular LPs by decomposing the constraint matrix into its blocks and solving 

the subproblems to get an advanced basis for the original LP. Three strategies exist 

for solving the subproblems of staircase LPs, [15]: 

• Each subproblem is solved with the neighboring coupling columns free. 

• Each subproblem is solved with the columns coupling it to the previous sub

problem free, and the columns coupling it to the next subproblem fixed at lower 

bound. 

• The first subproblem consists of the first block. The constraint matrix for the 

kth subproblem consists of the first k blocks. The solution to the kth problem 

is used as an advanced start for the ( k + 1 )th problem. 

For block-angular LPs EKKLPDC performs one pass of the Dantzig-Wolfe decompo

sition. Three strategies exist for solving the subproblems of the block-angular LPs, 

[15]: 

• The subproblems are solved giving a dual feasible solution to the problem. 

• The right-hand side of the coupling rows is partitioned, and blocks of the cou

pling constraints are added to the subproblems. 

• An approach similar to the previous one is taken, except that every second block 

is put together until no blocks remain to be added to the problem. 

The OSL approach is similar to ours in that the original LP is decomposed into 

subproblems that are then solved to give an initial basis for the original LP. The OSL 

method of solving the subproblems differs from our method in the handling of overlap 

variables ( see Chapter 4). 

We performed the following tests on a 66 MHz thin-node of an SP2 machine, with 

local disk and 128 MBytes of ram memory. The staircase LPs pencil* and the block

angular LPs p* were solved using OSL without the decomposition subroutine, and 

1 Use of the IBM SP2 was provided by Rice University under the IBM/NASA Ames/HPCCT 
Consortium Grant Number 835600Z-El. 
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using OSL with each of the three decomposition subroutine strategies for the respective 

class of problems. In Tables 5.10, 5.11, 5.12, and 5.13 we display total iterations and 

time to solve each problem. We have also provided to OSL our advanced basis to be 

used with the OSL LP solver. We obtained this basis by methods previously described 

using CPLEX as the LP solver. We do not apply our decomposition methods using 

OSL as that would entail rewriting major portions of our code to incorporate the OSL 

FORTRAN routines as our LP solver. The times listed in the column DECMP are a 

sum of an estimated time to find the decomposition and the actual time to solve the 

LP given the basis. 

For all tests, the devex pricing strategy was used for the original LP, and we 

allowed EKKLPDC to choose the number of blocks. For the staircase LPs, EKKLPDC 

found one more than the expected number of blocks. For example, 301 blocks were 

found for pencil300. For the block-angular LPs, EKKLPDC found the expected number 

of blocks. For example, 20 blocks were found for p20. Tables 5.10 and 5.11 display 

the pencil* results, and Tables 5.12 and 5.13 display the p* results. 

For the pencil* problems our algorithm requires far fewer iterations to solve the 

problems than three of the OSL methods. Our algorithm requires many more iterations 

than the OSL decomposition method using the third strategy. However, even if we 

allot time for finding the decomposition, DECMP will most likely require less time to 

solve the LP than the OSL strategy (see Table B for basis-finding times). 

For the p* problems our primal algorithm requires a comparable number of it

erations to the first EKKLPDC strategy. The third strategy solves the problem in 

less iterations, but at a greater cost of time. If we account for the time to find the 

advanced basis in our algorithm, we most likely will require more time than the first 

strategy. For the dual versions of the algorithms, strategy 1 of EKKLPDC has the best 

iteration performance while our algorithm has the second best. If we factor in the 

time to find the advanced basis in our algorithm, again we may require more time 

than the first strategy to solve the original LP. Notice that EKKLPDC strategy 3 was 

not able to solve p30 to completion. 

We believe our success with the staircase LPs is due to two reasons. First, we 

limit the number of subproblems. This limit allows more information to be available 

to each subproblem. Second, we allow solution information to be passed between sub

problems. Recall that before solving each subproblem, we phase out overlap variables 

that have been basic at optimality in previously-solved subproblems. In this way, if 

we do not have to resolve nonoptimal subproblems, then the overlap variables will 
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not be basic at optimality in more than one subproblem. Thus, we will require fewer 

supplemental elements for the advanced basis. 

With the block-angular problems, our algorithm displays comparable results in 

terms of iteration counts to the first EKKLPDC strategy. This strategy does not have 

to account for overlap variables as there are none between subproblems. Notice that 

with the second strategy where overlap variables from the coupling constraints are 

incorporated into the subproblems, EDDLPDC requires more iterations to solve the 

original LP than the first strategy. 



Table 5.10 Primal OSL vs. DECMP on the pencil* class of staircase LPs 

Primal Simplex Iterations to Solve LP Using the Advanced Basis 

problem OSL overlap cols overlap cols subprobs DECMP 
name primal free free/fixed built up primal 

pencil050 5476 6257 5629 258 850 
pencill00 10857 11885 10053 288 941 
pencil150 14985 17190 16809 308 1522 
pencil200 20468 23435 20551 274 1957 
pencil250 24710 26006 25254 293 1985 
pencil300 29535 34370 33499 329 1999 

Total Time (seconds) for Finding the Basis and Solving the LP 

problem OSL overlap cols overlap cols subprobs DECMP * 
name primal free free/fixed built up primal 

pencil050 58.0 48.0 45.0 147.0 31.0 + 14.0 
pencill00 232.0 191.0 302.0 650.0 77.0 + 37.0 
pencil150 702.0 477.0 443.0 1442.0 139.0 + 88.0 
pencil200 1299.0 849.0 1377.0 2694.0 222.0 + 143.0 
pencil250 1941.0 1125.0 2094.0 4076.0 321.0 + 189.0 
pencil300 2842.0 1933.0 1994.0 6167.0 403.0 + 212.0 
* The numbers in this column are the sum of an estimated time to find basis 

and the actual time to solve the LP using the advanced basis. 
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Table 5.11 Dual OSL vs. DECMP on the pencil* class of staircase LPs 

Dual Simplex Iterations to Solve LP Using the Advanced Basis 

problem 
name 

pencil050 
pencill00 
pencil150 
pencil200 
pencil250 
pencil300 

OSL 
dual 

5060 
9918 

14825 
20413 
25047 
30697 

overlap cols 
free 

5856 
10397 
15390 
20038 
26251 
31705 

overlap cols 
free/fixed 

6082 
10236 
16009 
20555 
24472 
31653 

subprobs 
built up 

145 
165 
141 
141 
161 
172 

DECMP 
dual 
2269 
2055 
3589 
4260 
6059 

17000 

Total Time (seconds) for Finding the Basis and Solving the LP 

problem OSL overlap cols overlap cols subprobs DECMP • 
name dual free free/fixed built up dual 

pencil050 154.0 189.0 228.0 146.0 36.0 + 87.0 
pencill00 587.0 624.0 619.0 652.0 99.0 + 151.0 
pencil150 1298.0 1359.0 1499.0 1436.0 197.0 + 380.0 
pencil200 2413.0 2348.0 2653.0 2698.0 325.0 + 599.0 
pencil250 3685.0 4229.0 3776.0 4074.0 498.0 + 1030.0 
pencil300 5394.0 6115.0 5971.0 6163.0 694.0 + 3558.0 
* The numbers in this column are the sum of an estimated time to find basis 

and the actual time to solve the LP using the advanced basis. 
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Table 5.12 Primal OSL vs. DECMP on the p* class of block-angular LPs 

Primal Simplex Iterations to Solve LP Using the Advanced Basis 

problem OSL subprobs right-hand side subprobs DECMP 
name primal solved sep. partitioned built up primal 

p05 5393 22 55 19 33 
plO 10728 31 116 23 40 
p15 13380 52 187 27 33 
p20 21397 77 237 23 61 
p30 32106 87 357 68 

Total Time (seconds) for Finding the Basis and Solving the LP 

problem OSL subprobs right-hand side subprobs DECMP * 
name primal solved sep. partitioned built up primal 
p05 59.0 4.0 5.0 26.0 24.0 + 3.0 
plO 255.0 8.0 10.0 46.0 67.0 + 7.0 
p15 421.0 12.0 15.0 66.0 128.0 + 10.0 
p20 1028.0 18.0 23.0 116.0 205.0 + 16.0 
p30 2302.0 27.0 41.0 - 405.0 + 26.0 
* The numbers m this column are the sum of an estimated tame to find basis 

and the actual time to solve the LP using the advanced basis. 
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Table 5.13 Dual OSL vs. DECMP on the p* block-angular class of LPs 

Dual Simplex Iterations to Solve LP Using the Advanced Basis 

problem OSL subprobs right-hand side subprobs DECMP 
name dual solved sep. partitioned built up dual 
p05 4728 12 130 122 35 
plO 9510 20 158 379 48 
p15 11862 24 309 359 36 
p20 18949 32 261 245 49 
p30 28399 49 499 58 

Total Time (seconds) for Finding the Basis and Solving the LP 

problem OSL subprobs right-hand side subprobs DECMP * 
name dual solved sep. partitioned built up dual 
p05 98.0 4.0 7.0 28.0 24.0 + 4.0 
plO 420.0 9.0 17.0 70.0 67.0 + 9.0 
pl5 717.0 11.0 37.0 94.0 125.0 + 12.0 
p20 1736.0 17.0 46.0 145.0 196.0 + 19.0 
p30 3947.0 31.0 116.0 - 400.0 + 30.0 
* The numbers in this column are the sum of an estimated time to find basis 

and the actual time to solve the LP using the advanced basis. 
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5.7 Summary 

In summary, DECMP performs extremely well on near-block-angular problems. For 

this class of LPs we recommend the column sorting decomposition. The matroid

based decomposition method combined with DECMP does well in general on the near

staircase LPs in comparison to the primal and dual simplex methods, but the barrier 

method outperforms our method. For other LPs, we obtain mixed results when our 

method is used. 

We wish to make some final notes about when to use these methods. Recall 

that we are assuming that there do not exist embedded network structures in our 

LPs. If embedded network structures do exist in LPs, then better solving techniques 

exist that extract the network structures and use the information to solve the LP 

quickly. If the objective function of the LP has only a handful of nonzero coefficients, 

then this technique in its current state most likely will not give acceptable results. 

If the constraint matrix is sparse and it is suspected to have either a staircase or 

block-angular structure, then this method is suited for the problem. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions and Future Work 

6.1 Conclusions 

We have presented a method for solving large, structured linear programs. We first 

decompose the LP constraint matrix into subproblems. In contrast to many other 

systems that require additional information about the constraint matrix structure, 

the method we use determines this decomposition without prior knowledge of the 

structure. We then solve each subproblem at most twice, and use the solution infor

mation to create an advanced basis. This basis is then used with a simplex-based 

solver to solve the original LP. To the best of our knowledge, no viable decomposition 

algorithm exists that outperforms any state-of-the-art simplex-based solvers when 

applied to near-staircase and near-block-angular LPs. 

We have formulated and proven a theorem that states that constraint matrix 

decomposition is an NP-complete problem. We have presented three heuristics novel 

to constraint matrix decomposition: the matroid-based, the column sorting, and the 

triangle decompositions. Our algorithm outperforms state-of-the-art simplex-based 

and barrier methods when applied to near-block-angular LPs. It performs well in 

general on near-staircase LPs as compared to primal and dual simplex-based solvers. 

Our algorithm gives mixed results on other types of LPs. 

6.2 Future Work 

The research presented here can be considered a starting point for much future work. 

We have presented three constraint matrix decompositions, and the choice of which 

to use is not automated. A possible method of automation is the following. Search 

all matrix columns and determine the largest span of the nonzeros per column. If 

this span is greater than some preset value, then the constraint matrix most likely is 

not a near-staircase structured one. Use the column sorting decomposition method. 
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Otherwise, assume the matrix is of near-staircase structure, and apply the matroid

based algorithm. 

We have shown a method of solving the subproblems to obtain an advanced basis 

for the original LP. Many other methods can be tested and possibly provide better 

results. First, perhaps Lagrange multiplier theory can provide some insight into ways 

of creating a better crash basis. Second, we have not addressed the issue of nonbasic 

variables in the creation of the advanced basis. Currently, each variable that is not 

basic in our crash basis is set to its last subproblem bound at optimality. Possibly a 

better method of handling these variables exists. Third, it is apparent that we need 

a better method of finding supplemental basis elements. 

At least two other issues can be investigated. First, we assume our LPs have no 

embedded networks. Assume there exists an embedded network. Is it sensible to find 

the network, solve it and incorporate this information with a decomposition method 

to obtain an advanced basis? 

Second, we have not discussed parallelization. In our current method, we solve the 

subproblems sequentially and use information from previously-solved subproblems for 

current ones. One possible use of parallelism is to solve all subproblems simultane

ously, exchange information and solve each again. Another idea is to parallelize the 

recursive matroid-based decomposition algorithm. 

We have presented a method that seems a viable alternative for solving structured 

large LPs. We have also shown that the area is rich with future research possibilities. 

This research topic has been an extremely interesting one, and hopefully work will 

continue to provide even better results than presented here. 



Appendix A 

Test Problems 

The following tables contain statistics about our test problems. 

I name 

bonus 
p05 
plO 
p15 
p20 
p30 

r05 
rlO 
r15 
r20 
r30 

stormlO 
storm20 
storm40 

Table A.1 Block-Angular LPs: 
original(preprocessed / nonaggregr ated) values 

rows I cols I A#O I obj#O I 
16398(16398) 22956(22956) 65589(65589) 3(3) 

5090(4472) 9500(8890) 58955( 30085) 9500(8890) 
10090(8917) 19000(17780) 117910(60170) 19000(17780) 

15090(13362) 28500(26670) 176865(90255) 28500(26670) 
20090(17807) 38000(35560) 235820(120340) 38000(35560) 
30090(26697) 57000(53340) 353730(180510) 57000(53340) 

5190{ 4571) 9500(8890) 103955(78980) 9500(8890) 
10190(8971) 19000(17780) 207910( 113510) 19000(17780) 

15190(13461) 28500(26670) 311865(236940) 28500(26670) 
20190{ 17906) 38000( 35560) 415820(315920) 38000( 35560) 
30190(26796) 57000(53340) 623730( 473880) 57000(53340) 

7060(4290) 13800(6700) 40410(21220) 10080(6630) 
14120(8580) 27600(13400) 80820( 42440) 20160(13260) 

28240(17160) 55200(26800) 161640(84880) 40320(26520) 
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rhs#O I 
4851(4851) 
3590(3527) 
7090(7027) 

10590(10527) 
14090(14027) 
21090(21027) 

3690(3626) 
7190(7081) 

10690(10626) 
14190(14126) 
21190(21126) 

1680(1290) 
3360(2580) 
6720(5160) 



Table A.2 Staircase LPs: original(preprocessed/nonaggregated) values 

I name rows I cols I 
grow7 140(140 301(301 
grow15 300(300) 645(645 
grow22 440(440 946(946 

pencil050 4974(4550 16374(15596) 
pencill00 9924(9100 32724(31196 
pencil150 14874(13650) 49074(46796) 
pencil200 19824(18200) 65424(62396) 
pencil250 24774(22750) 81774(77996) 
pencil300 29724(27300) 98124(93596) 

I scfxml 330(281) 1 457(421) 1 

scfxm2 660(562) 914(854) 
scfxm3 990(843) 1371(1281) 

2612(26121 
5620(5620) 
8252(82521 

32774(31576) 
65524( 631761 
9827 4(94776) 

131024(126376) 
163774(157976) 
196524(189576) 

2589(2439) 1 

5183( 4883) 
7777(7327) 

obj#O I 
21(21) 
45(45) 
66(66) 

15300(15296) 
30600(30596) 
45900( 45896) 
61200(61196) 
76500(76496) 
91800(91796) 

23(23) 1 

46(46) 
69(69) 

rhs#O I 
0(0) 
0(0) 
0(0) 

650(250) 
1300(500) 
1950(750) 

2600(1000) 
3250(1250) 
3900(1500) 

116(93) 1 

237(191) 
358(289) 

Table A.3 Other LPs: original(preprocessed/nonaggregated) values 
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I name I rows I cols I obj#O I rhs#O I 
efgh 25302(9179) 41831(26874) 306928(161946) 2(2) 0(104) 
fjord 43387( 41763) 107164(95322) 189864(176398) 76299( 66123) 12056(12056) 
hcl 34994(28983) 87510(87426) 208179(208019) 86008(85924) 10950(10942) 
ken7 2426(1437) 3602(2613) 8404(5994) 3577(2597) 1397(1045) 
kenll 14694(10085) 21349(16736) 49058(38512) 21296(16694) 5377(4398) 
kenl3 28632(22534) 42659(36561) 97246(82698) 42588(36504) 8859(7662) 

pds2 2953(2605) 7535(7172) 16390(15543) 4862(4774) 203(185) 
pds6 9881(9132) 28655(27852) 62524(60236) 19745(19316) 718(618) 
pdslO 16558(15609) 48763(47729) 106436(103290) 33627(32967) 1191(1034) 
pds20 33874(32203) 105728(103981) 230200(224418) 73953(72580) 2469(2137) 

perl 5203(4467) 18994(17266) 40811(37146) 17723(16654) 1337(1337) 
per4 12469(11434) 52481( 49301) 156557(146810) 49026(46630) 2246(2242) 
per8 22513(21022) 99785(94541) 337746(319798) 93886(89678) 3446(3438) 

RR2 632(632) 10717(10717) 31518(31518) 10104(10104) 21(21) 
RR3 2466(2459) 62766(62759) 185831(185817) 60330(60330) 31(31) 
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Table A.4 Block-Angular LPs: Problem Statistics 

constraint type: variable type: 
name Greater Less Equal Range Nneg I Free I Box 

bonus o/pna 6561 3279 6558 2956 
p05 0 90 5000 
p05 pna 27 4445 
plO 0 90 10000 
plO pna 27 8890 
p15 0 90 15000 
p15 pna 27 13335 
p20 0 90 20000 
p20 pna 27 17780 
p30 0 90 30000 
p30 pna 27 26670 
r05 o 190 5000 
r05 pna 126 4445 
rlO o 190 10000 
rlO pna 81 8890 
r15 o 190 15000 
r15 pna 126 13335 
r20 o 190 20000 
r20 pna 126 17780 
r30 o 190 30000 
r30 pna 126 26670 
stormlO o 1680 5310 70 12590 1210 
stormlO pna 1290 1410 1590 5420 1280 
storm20 o 3360 10620 140 25180 2420 
storm20 pna 2580 2820 3180 10840 2560 
storm40 o 6720 21240 280 50360 4840 
storm40 pna 5160 5640 6360 21680 5120 
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Table A.5 Staircase LPs: Problem Statistics 

constraint type: variable type: 
name Greater I Less I Equal I Range II Nneg I Free I Box 

grow7 o/pna 140 21 280 
grow15 o/pna 300 45 600 
grow22 o/pna 440 66 880 
pencil050 o 4974 16374 
pencil050 pna 350 4200 15196 400 
pencill00 o 9924 32724 
pencill00 pna 700 8400 30396 800 
pencil150 o 14874 49074 
pencil150 pna 1050 12600 45596 1200 
pencil200 o 19824 65424 
pencil200 pna 1400 16800 60796 1600 
pencil250 o 24774 81774 
pencil250 pna 1750 21000 75996 2000 
pencil300 o 29724 98124 
pencil300 pna 2100 25200 91196 2400 
scfxml o 143 187 
scfxml pna 4 109 168 392 4 31 
scfxm2 o 286 374 
scfxm2 pna 8 218 336 784 8 62 
scfxm3 o 429 561 
scfxm3 pna 12 327 504 1176 12 93 
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Table A.6 Other LPs: Problem Statistics 

I nftille 
constraint type: variable type: 

Greater I Lesa Equal Range 11 Nneg I Free I Box 
efgh o 3188 2769 19345 41561 226 (fix) 44 
efgh pna 2287 1309 5583 24834 2040 
fjord o 1185 21425 20777 107164 
fjord pna 1227 21425 19111 95322 
hcl 0 34994 87510 
hcl pna 28983 87426 
ken7 o 2426 3602 
ken7 pna 1437 2613 
kenll o 14694 1349 
kenll pna 10085 6736 
kenl3 o 28632 2659 
kenl3 pna 22534 6561 
pds2 o 181 2772 5401 2134 
pds2 pna 163 2442 5258 1914 
pds6 o 696 9185 19415 9240 
pds6 pna 596 8536 19404 8448 
pdslO o 1169 15389 32615 6148 
pdsl0 pna 1012 14597 32604 5125 
pds20 o 2447 31427 70840 34888 
pds20 pna 2115 30088 70831 33150 
perl o 42 5161 18936 Fix: 56 2 
perl pna 37 4430 17264 2 
per4 o 180 12289 52309 172 
per4 pna 150 11284 49128 173 
per8 o 420 22093 99441 344 
per8 pna 350 20672 94196 345 
RR2o 632 10717 
RR2 pna 632 10717 
RR3o 2466 62766 
RR3 pna 2459 62759 



Table A. 7 Block-Angular LPs: columns with 
"i-j" nonzeros original (pre. / nonagg.) 

I name I 1-5 I 6-101 11-15 1 16-30 1 

I bonus I 22956(22956) I 
p05 5000(8495) 4050(0) 0(395) 450(0) 
plO 10000(16990) 8100(0) 0(790) 900(0) 
pl5 15000(25485) 12150(0) 0(1185) 1350(0) 
p20 20000(33980) 16200(0) 0(1580) 1800(0) 
p30 30000(50970) 24300(0) 0(2370) 2700(0) 
r05 5000(4445) 0(4050) 4500(395) 
rlO 10000(8890) 0(8100) 9000(790) 
r15 15000(13335) 0(12150) 13500(1185) 
r20 20000(17780) 0(16200) 18000(1580) 
r30 30000(26670) 0(24300) 27000(2370) 
stormlO 13170( 6250) 420( 380) 210( 70) 0 
storm20 26340(12500) 840( 760) 420(140) 0 
storm40 52680(25000) 1680(1520) 840(280) 0 

Table A.8 Staircase LPs: columns with 
"i-j" nonzeros original (pre. / nonagg.) 

I name 1-s I 6-10 I 11-15 I 16-30 I 
grow7 161(161) 35(35) 105(105) 
grow15 345(345) 75(75) 225(225) 
grow22 506(506) 110(110) 330(330) 
pencil050 16274(15496) 100(100) 
pencill00 32524(30996) 200(200) 
pencil150 48774(46496) 300(300) 
pencil200 65024(61996) 400(400) 
pencil250 81274(77496) 500(500) 
pencil300 97524(92996) 600(600) 
scfxml 326(298) 49(47) 43(51) 39(31) 
scfxm2 652(596) 98(94) 86(102) 78(62) 
scfxm3 978(894) 14 7(141) 129(153) 117(93) 
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I name I 
efgh 
fjord 
hcl 
ken7 
kenll 
ken13 

pds2 
pds6 
pdslO 
pds20 

perl 
per4 
per8 

I RR2 
RR3 

Table A.9 Other LPs: columns with "i-j" 
nonzeros original (pre. / nonagg.) 

1-5 I 6-10 I 11-15 I ~ 16 I 
13920(5494) 5505(21296) 22108(12) 72(72) 

107164(95322) 
87510(87426) 

3602(2613) 
21349(16736) 
42659(36561) 

7535(7172) 
28655(27852) 
48763(47729) 

105728(103981) 

18938(17266) 
46653(43983) 5828(5318) 
81655(77261) 17063(16501) 1067(779) 

10717(10171) I 
62766(62759) 
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Appendix B 

Parameter Summary of Best Results 



name 

bonus 
bonus 
p05 
p05 
plO 
pl0 
pl5 
pl5 
p20 
p20 
p30 
p30 

r05 
r05 
rlO 
rlO 
r15 
r15 
r20 
r20 
r30 
r30 

stormlO 
stormlO 
storm20 
storm20 
storm40 
storm40 

Table B.1 Block-Angular LPs: Parameter 
Information For The Best Results 

iterations time (sec) basis soln decmp mgvl 
total(phase 1) user ,system time time used 

43921(13042) 5950.9, 17.0 78.4 5872.4 cp 20 
42083( 9569) 4592.2, 25.8 53.6 4538.6 cd 

45(7) 29.1, 2.2 23.9 5.0 cp 20 
30(4) 29.1, 2.5 24.2 4.8 cd 20 
51(6) 77.6, 4.9 66.5 11.1 cp 20 
35(4) 77.8, 4.3 66.5 11.3 cd 20 
49(7) 144.2, 6.0 128.1 16.1 cp 20 
60(6) 145.3, 5.9 124.5 20.7 cd 20 
75(5) 240.4, 17.2 205.0 35.3 cp 20 
53(4) 226.1, 8.6 196.3 29.7 cd 20 
83(8) 455.6, 14.7 404.9 50.7 cp 20 
76(6) 459.1, 12.9 399.7 59.3 cd 20 

75(10) 49.3, 4.6 38.7 10.6 cp 20 
96(17) 52.3, 3.8 39.0 13.2 cd 20 
88(14) 104.0, 7.3 83.5 20.5 cp 20 
67(11) 105.2, 7.5 84.6 20.5 cd 20 
99(12) 222.7, 16.7 182.6 40.0 cp 20 
98(18) 241.5, 14.9 189.5 51.9 cd 20 

115(14) 328.4, 21.0 270.4 57.9 cp 20 
104(22) 347.4, 18.0 272.8 74.5 cd 20 

105(9) 625.7, 31.6 543.0 82.7 cp 20 
113(18) 646.2, 33.9 539.5 106.7 cd 20 

325(32) 29.1, 2.2 19.9 9.1 cp 
1004(215) 47.9, 2.5 25.9 21.9 cd 
1175(229) 103.6, 4.6 55.7 47.9 cp 
2708(716) 180.1, 6.4 66.2 113.9 cd 
2105(457) 399.5, 17.2 237.0 162.5 cp 
4344(960) 596.6, 13.4 202.2 394.3 cd 
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m no. %nl 
subs basis 

0 5 34 
5 35 

0 5 99 
0 5 99 
0 5 99 
0 5 99 
0 5 99 
0 5 99 
0 5 99 
0 5 99 
0 5 99 
0 5 99 

0 5 99 
0 5 99 
0 5 99 
0 5 99 
0 5 99 
0 5 99 
0 5 99 
0 5 99 
0 5 99 
0 5 99 

1 4 94 
1 4 90 
1 5 93 
1 5 89 
1 5 92 
1 5 91 

The fourth column refers to the user time (sec) needed to create the crash basis. The fifth column 
refers to the user time (sec) needed to solve the LP using the basis. The sixth column refers to the 
method used to solve the LP: triangular, matroid-based, or column sorting, primal or dual simplex. 
"mgvl" refers to the value of the parameter MERGEVAL. If "m" is 1, then column sorting was used 
with a matroid-type idea {see Chapter ,I). " % n basis " refers to the percentage of the advanced 
basis elements that are also in the optimal basis. 
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Table B.2 Staircase LPs: Parameter Information For The Best Results 

name iterations time (sec) basis soln decmp no. %n 
total(phase 1) user, system time time used subs basis 

grow7 22(0) 1.4, 0.6 1.1 0.2 mp 7 87 
grow7 43(12) 1.4, 0.9 1.0 0.3 md 7 82 
growl5 36(0) 3.5, 0.6 2.9 0.6 mp 5 89 
grow15 141(26) 3.9, 0.5 2.5 1.4 md 5 83 
grow22 9(0) 4.9, 0.7 4.1 0.8 mp 5 98 
grow22 331(75) 8.7, 0.6 4.1 4.6 md 5 86 
pencil050 1158(47) 52.3, 2.4 30.6 21.7 mp 7 90 
pencil050 2818(1576) 93.7, 2.3 35.6 58.1 md 7 84 
pencill00 1619(94) 164.7, 5.8 77.4 87.2 mp 8 93 
pencill00 7486(4443) 502.2, 5.5 98.7 403.5 md 8 79 
pencil150 2201(207) 320.2, 11.3 138.9 181.2 mp 8 93 
pencil150 9801(5231) 965.3, 8.0 197.2 768.0 md 8 85 
pencil200 2851(303) 556.2, 13.2 222.4 333.7 mp 8 93 
pencil200 10694(5768) 1460.l, 24.8 325.4 1134.7 md 8 85 
pencil250 3821(415) 866.7, 14.6 321.1 545.5 mp 8 93 
pencil250 8058( 4403) 1582.3, 26.0 497.9 1084.3 md 8 90 
pencil300 4002( 420) 1142.5, 27.0 403.1 739.4 mp 8 94 
pencil300 9530( 4674) 2273.7, 20.5 694.0 1579.6 md 8 91 

scfxml 161(103) 2.0, 0.9 1.6 0.3 mp 4 79 
scfxml 195(37) 1.9, 0.5 1.1 0.7 md 4 79 
scfxm2 421(232) 4.1, 0.8 2.1 1.9 mp 6 72 
scfxm2 674(150) 5.4, 0.8 2.0 3.4 md 6 72 
scfxm3 820(454) 8.0, 1.0 3.7 4.3 mp 6 64 
scfxm3 1017(306) 8.9, 0.9 3.3 5.6 md 6 58 

The fourth column refers to the user time (sec) needed to create the crash basis. The fifth column 
refers to the user time {sec) needed to solve the LP using the basis. The sixth column refers to the 
method used to solve the LP: triangular, matroid-based, or column sorting, primal or dual simplex. 
"mgvl" refers to the value of the parameter MERGEVAL. If "m" is 1, then column sorting was used 
with a matroid-type idea {see Chapter ,I}. " % n basis " refers to the percentage of the advanced 
basis elements that are also in the optimal basis. 
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Table B.3 Other LPs: Parameter Information For The Best Results 

name iterations time (sec) basis soln decmp mgvl m no. %n 
total(phase 1 user, system time time used subs basis 

efgh 69551(14570 I 3038.9, 25.1 157.5 2881.3 cp 50 5 53 
efgh 21071( 1321 2136.9, 12.1 65.8 2071.1 cd 52 5 54 
fjord 27270( 6211) 5685.0, 20.9 127.5 5557.4 tp 5 67 
fjord 42750(9446) 14690.9, 75.1 131.1 14559.8 td 20 5 74 
hcl 56938(16144) 12077.2, 77.9 494.2 11582.8 tp 5 77 
hcl 50847(3742) 19714.3, 87.9 534.7 19179.5 td 5 78 
ken7 950( 567) 11.2, 1.1 5.1 6.1 cp 21 5 93 
ken7 753( 362) 11.1, 1.0 5.0 6.1 cd 21 5 91 
kenll 6389( 2205) 360.0, 5.7 108.1 251.9 tp 20 5 77 
kenll 4097( 1345 339.9, 7.4 63.7 276.2 cd 20 5 93 
kenl3 15924( 4465) 2304.0, 18.3 365.7 1938.3 tp 20 5 82 
ken13 15924(3324) 3470.1, 49.5 150.9 3319.1 cd 21 1 8 88 
pds2 689(215) 19.0, 2.0 11.4 7.5 cp 34 1 5 89 
pds2 350(14 17.5, 1.8 10.7 6.7 cd 34 1 5 93 
pds6 4658(1416) 243.0, 6.4 68.8 174.1 cp 94 1 6 81 
pds6 1664(21) 148.8, 7.2 60.8 87.9 cd 94 1 6 90 
pdslO 14941( 4666) 1157.6, 9.5 158.6 998.9 cp 94 1 8 73 
pdsl0 5689(115) 812.0, 11.1 151.7 660.2 cd - 1 8 84 
pds20 91588(16831) 18087.6, 87.3 734.4 17353.1 cp 34 1 10 8 
pds20 42435( 5878) 16184.0, 64.7 562.3 15621.6 cd 34 1 10 8 

perl 5581( 1464) 124.3, 3.6 36.2 88.0 tp 5 64 
perl 3374( 872) 120.8, 4.2 29.5 91.2 td 30 5 66 
per4 71899( 7150 3169.0, 16.3 174.4 2994.5 cp 64 5 33 
per4 16928( 781) 1614.7, 12.9 152.8 1461.8 cd 64 5 45 
per8 274990(50975 34674.4, 92.5 823.0 33851.4 tp 20 5 34 
per8 48946(2778) 10925.9, 45.4 490.4 10435.4 cd 50 5 43 

RR2 19232(3926) 106.5, 3.6 22.9 83.6 tp 5 35 
RR2 4928( 77) 221.0, 2.8 27.4 193.6 cd 5 43 
RR3 671575(336926) 8779.5, 33.9 215.2 8564.3 cp 5 21 
RR3 48786( 645) 15090.9, 43.1 707.2 14383.7 cd 5 46 

The fourth column refers to the user time (sec) needed to create the crash basis. The fifth column 
refers to the user time (sec) needed to solve the LP using the basis. The sixth column refers to the 
method used to solve the LP: triangular, matroid-based, or column sorting, primal or dual simplex. 
"mgvl" refers to the value of the parameter MERGEVAL. If "m" is 1, then column sorting was used 
with a matroid-type idea (see Chapter .f ). " % n basis " refers to the percentage of the advanced 
basis elements that are also in the optimal basis. 
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Table B.4 All LPs: Optimal Solution Value 

problem optimal problem optimal problem optimal 
name value name value name value 

bonus 6.6685760e+0O grow7 -4. 778781 le+07 efgh -l.3773307e+08 
p05 5.5600027e+05 growl5 -l .0687094e+08 fjord 5.2713344e+08 
plO l.1150479e+06 grow22 -l.6083433e+08 hcl 6.3100065e+ 10 
pl5 l.6683433e+06 pencil050 -6.3735063e+08 ken7 -6.0013146e+08 
p20 2.2329393e+06 pencill00 -2 .5246955e+09 kenll -6 .4265022e+09 
p30 3.3451419e+06 pencil150 -5.6620507e+09 ken13 -9.4284970e+09 
r05 5.5783185e+05 pencil200 -1.0049394e+l0 pds2 2.6192962e+10 
rlO 1.11504 79e+06 pencil250 -1.5686733e+10 pds6 2.5096137e+ 10 
r15 1.6739801e+06 pencil300 -2.2574092e+l0 pdslO 2.4062194e+10 
r20 2.2329393e+06 scfxml l .8416759e+04 pds20 2.1438158e+10 
r30 3.3254145e+06 scfxm2 3.666026le+04 perl 1.3112737e+08 
storml0 l .343648 le+07 scfxm3 5.4901254e+04 per4 3. 7539916e+08 
storm20 l .3484939e+07 per8 7 .1666396e+08 
storm40 1.3464726e+07 RR2 l .5553966e+04 

RR3 7 .8423052e+04 
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Appendix C 

Constraint Matrix Pictures 

C .1 Non pivoted Constraint Matrices 

The following pictures are of the constraint matrices of the original LPs after they 

have been preprocessed, nonaggregated as previously discussed. 

The LPs plO, ... , p30 have basically the same structure as p05, yet they respec-

tively have 10, ... , 30 "leaves" hanging down the far right diagonal. The same fact 

is true for the rlO, ... , r30 problems. The LPs storm20 and storm40 have the same 

structure as stormlO, yet they respectively have 20 and 40 blocks. The LPs grow15 

and grow22 have the same structure as grow7, yet they respectively have 15 and 22 

blocks. The LPs pencill00, ... , pencil300 have the same structure as pencil050, yet 

they respectively have 100, ... , 300 blocks. The LPs scfxm2 and scfxm3 are just 

double and triple the structure of the scfxml constraint matrix. 
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The subproblems created for the stormlO model can be visualized by simply partition
ing the matrix rows of the column-sorted version of the LP (shown in the following 
appendix) into P number of blocks where P is the number of subproblems listed in 
Table B. 
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The subproblems created can be visualized by simply partitioning the matrix rows into 
P number of blocks where P is the number of subproblems listed in Table ?? . In 
addition, for the grow7 model, the bottom diagonal line of overlap variables in the six 
places shown is deleted. 
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C.2 Column-Sorting Pivoted Constraint Matrices 

The following pictures are of some of the constraint matrices that have been permuted 

using the column sorting algorithm previously discussed. 
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